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INTRODUCTION
Many synthetic macromolecules containing various functional groups are capable of
self-organizing in three-dimensional assemblies. Self-assembling polymer systems are of
great interest in nanotechnology. This is defined by the ability of macromolecules to form
stable and well-ordered nanostructures. On the other hand, it may be easy to modify their
self-organizing forms with small environmental changes.
In aqueous systems, both hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions are the most important for the self-organization processes. The presence of the charged groups is characteristic of both low-molecular amphiphils and many synthetic and natural polymers. At strong
dissociation their monomer units became negatively charged. In this case, each macromolecule can be considered as a polyanion. Also, there are polycations with positively charged
units.
Specificity of macromolecules consists in covalent connectivity of the large number of
monomer units, which cannot move independently from each other. The connectivity sharply
decreases translational entropy of the system. This fact is responsible for a higher ability of
polymers, including polyelectrolytes, to form well-ordered nanostructures in comparison
with low-molecular compounds.
The list of areas in which self-organizing polyelectrolyte systems find the feasibility is
extremely wide. This list includes both traditional problems related to the design of innovative organic materials and more recent applications such as “organic electronics”.
One of the most important features of ion-containing polymers is an ability to form
regular nanostructures with well-ordered distribution, in essence, polymer component as
well as counterions, usually Na+ or K+ for polyanions. Furthermore, these counterions can be
replaced via ion-exchange by more complex ones (e.g. ions of noble and rare-earth metals)
which represent the inorganic component showing controlled regular microheterogeneity
distribution within the organic polymer matrix. Further reduction of metal ions to atoms allows to obtain regular metal nanostrucrures or nanoparticles inside the polymer matrix. Having the well-developed metallic surface with the controlled shape and size of microinhomogeneities, such systems are certainly of interest as catalysts with manageable activity. On
the same principle, it is possible to create both the nanowires and nanocomposite metalpolymeric materials which have properties of electroconductivity or magnetism as well as
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polymer – semiconductor type nanocomposites, which are potentially interesting objects for
molecular microelectronics.
Ionomers with strongly associating groups are actively applied as organic fluid flow
regulator (fuels, oil). Even very small amount of such polymers can drastically influence the
flow characteristics of fluids. It is caused by the ability of high-molecular ionomers in dilute
solution to form a thermoreversible-associated network. Under changes of temperature, this
network can arise, thereby yielding system curdling, or can disintegrate, returning in system
fluidity.
An active interest in different nanostructures of ion-containing polymers is also
stems from the fact that they often play the dominating role in numerous biological systems.
In this connection, it should be mentioned DNA collapse transition or chromatin formation,
or F-actin spatial network formation.
Over the past few years, considerable progress in the polyelectrolyte theory has
been achieved. Among the most important attainments it should be mentioned the development of the microphase separation theory (Erukhimovich, Khokhlov [1,2]), cascading collapse of hydrophobic-modified polyelectrolytes (Rubinstein, Dobrynin [3]), a giant overcharge of surfaces (Shklovskii, Grosberg [4]), polyelectrolyte nematic ordering (Potemkin [5]),
description of both charged networks and gels behavior (Vasilevskaya, Starodoubtsev [6,7]),
the elucidation of the role of counterion condensation and counterion correlation in likecharged ions attraction (Holm, Kremer [8], Winkler and Reineker [9]), etc. In spite of significant advances in this field, many critical problems in the polyelectrolyte theory are still under
question.
The main theoretical challenges are related to the presence of two types of interactions, electrostatic and van der Waals, whose spatial scales are greatly different from each
other. Because of this difference, analytical models can usually be developed only for weaklycharged polyelectrolyte chains, at small fraction of dissociating groups. However, many important polyelectrolytes are strongly-charged macromolecules. For example, the linear charge
density of actin reaches 4 e/nm, DNA - 6 e/nm, М13 virus - 7 e/nm, fd-virus - 10 e/nm. To
examine such systems, the computer simulations are more successful.
In computer simulation of polyelectrolytes, flexible charged chains and interpolyelectrolyte complexes based on them have been the subjects of extensive investigation. On the
other hand, rigid and semiflexible charged chains were modeled much less. However, just
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these polyelectrolytes are able to demonstrate the most interesting and practically important
self-organization forms. Therefore, the investigation of rigid and semirigid strongly-charged
polyelectrolytes is a highly topical problem.
In this thesis, the different polyelectrolyte systems have been studied, using computer
simulation. The aim of this thesis is the investigation of nanostructure formation in rigid and
semirigid strongly-charged polyelectrolyte solutions by means of computational approach.
Specific targets involve:
1. The study of aggregation and stability of complexes formed by rigid polyanions as
well as the collapse transition of strongly-charged polyanions under the action of
chain condensing agents;
2. The analysis of self-organization processes in solutions comprising both rigid
polyelectrolyte chains and double hydrophilic block copolymers with opposite
charged block; the investigation of stoichiometric complexes formation as well as
their spatial ordering in dilute and semi-dilute regimes;
3. The examination of the processes of network formation in solutions comprising
rigid polyelectrolyte chains and multivalent counterions.
The novelty of our study is related to the fact that for the first time, we used computer
simulation to predict the properties of solutions of rigid strongly-charged polyelectrolytes. In
particular, the following main results have been obtained:
•

The state diagrams of complexes based on rigid polyelectrolytes have been built, depending on the temperature, solvent quality and condensing agents;

•

Network structure formation in polyelectrolyte solutions in the presence of multivalent counterions have been predicted;

•

Both polyelectrolyte chains stiffening in complexes with double hydrophilic block copolymers and liquid-crystalline ordering such ionic micelles having well-pronounced
shape anisotropy, have been predicted.
The thesis is organized as follows.
The literature review is presented in the first Chapter. It includes common informa-

tion about ion-containing macromolecules, short description of computer simulation methods, etc.
The Chapters 2-4 include original results.
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In the second Chapter, the structure and stability of complexes formed by oppositely
charged rigid-chain macromolecules and their response to variation in external conditions
were studied using molecular dynamics. The conditions of conformational transitions were
considered, depending on the chain length, temperature, and dielectric permittivity of the
medium. It was shown that the chains involved in a complex can take various conformations
having shape of torus, tennis racket, etc.
In the third Chapter, the complexation in solutions of strongly charged polyelectrolytes and diblock copolymers composed of oppositely charged and neutral blocks was studied. The main aim here was to explore in detail the structural properties of stoichiometric micellar complexes formed in a dilute solution.
In the fourth Chapter, the results of molecular dynamics simulation of solutions of
strongly charged rigid-chain polymers in the presence of multivalent counterions are presented. The processes of macromolecule self-assembly which occur during the condensation
of counterions were studied, depending on temperature, dielectric permittivity of the medium, and charge of counterions. Various conformational rearrangements induced by changing the parameters of the medium were examined.
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Chapter I.

Objects and Methods.

I.1

Ion-containing Polymer Systems.
Ion-containing polymer molecules are those having charged units. A monomer unit

can become charged due to dissociation; as a result, there are a charged unit and a lowmolecular counterion. Usually, the dissociation occurs when molecules are dissolved in
highly polar solvents, of which water is the most important (dielectric constant is εr ≈ 81). For
this reason, by ionic polymer systems one mostly means the aqueous polymer solutions
[10,11].

(a)

Figure 1. Polymer coil
with charged units in (a)
the polyelectrolyte and (b)
ionomeric regimes. Dots
are negatively charged
monomer units and positively charged counterions [10].

(b)
In this case, a polymer coil can be schematically depicted as that shown in Fig. 1a,
with charged units and counterions being relatively independed of one another. The corresponding behavior of ion-containing macromolecules is called polyelectrolyte behavior, and
polymer chains are polyelectrolytes. An alternative behavior can be observed when counterions are condensed on oppositely charged monomer units of a polymer chain with the formation of the so-called ion pairs (Fig. 1b). Such situation is known as ionomeric regime. It is realized in a low-polar media.
As mentioned in the Introduction, polyelectrolytes can carry both negative (polyanions) and positive (polycations) charges. Typical examples of anionic units are sodium acrylate and sodium metacrylate. An example of cationic unit is diallyldimethylammonium chloride. Polymer chains consisting merely of charged monomer units are called strongly charged
polyelectrolytes. The fraction of charged units can be smaller, e.g. in copolymers consisting of
charged and neutral units or in chains with a pH-dependent charge (acrylic and metacrylic
acids). These units are not charged at low pH; however, they can acquire a charge at higher
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pH. Charged macromolecules with a small fracton of charged units are called weakly
charged polyelectrolytes.
For strongly charged polymer chains, the long-range Coulomb interactions are of
great importance. These interactions strongly influence the system’s behavior. For the first
time, it had been shown by Staudinger [12] that some characteristic properties of the solutions of proteins and nucleinic acids can be caused by their high ionic charge.
Also, polyelectrolytes can be subdivided into flexible and rigid-rod types. Kuhn’s statistical segment А is an important characteristic in this classification [13,14]. It is accepted that
polymers having А ≈ 15-50Å are flexible; for semiflexible macromolecules, А is ∼50-170Å. For
rigid polymers, the А value can essentially exceed 100-1000Å [15]. Typical examples of
semiflexible and rigid polyelectrolytes are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Rigid and semirigid polyelectrolytes and their persistence length
Polyelectrolyte

Persistence length

Ref.

50-170 Å

[16]

300 Å

[17]

500 Å

[18]

1200 Å

[19]

Actin

2-20 µ

[20]

PE based on poly(p-phenylene)

130 Å

[21]

Alginate

Xylinan
DNA

Xanthan

Rigidity of polymer backbone significantly changes the majority of polyelectrolyte
properties. In Ref. 22, it was assumed that in the case of flexible polyelectrolytes, a decrease in
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ionic strength of a solution can lead to polymer coil swelling due to significant intramolecular
forces and strong intermolecular electrostatic interactions. On the other hand, conformationally rigid rod-like polyelectrolytes remain in an extended form at any ionic strength or can
collapse and form torus-like globules if their countour length essentially exceeds Kuhn’s statistical segment length [22].
Active works on synthesis of rigid polyelectrolytes started only in the middle of 1980
[23]. In particular, both poly(1,4-phenylene-2,6-benzobisthiazole) and poly(1,4-phenyl-ene2,6-benzobisoxazole) were synthesized. Afterwards effective synthesis ways were developed
for others rigid polyelectrolytes, e.g. for PE based on poly(p-phenylene) [24,25]. These polymers have been successfully applied in solubilization processes [26] and catalysis [27]. Based
on these polymers it was subsequently possible to receive carboxylated and sulphonated
poly(p-phenylene) derivatives with homogeneous structure and controllable degree of polymerization. Such polymers have the potential to combine environmental and thermal stability with their high charge density (up to four ionic groups per monomer unit). For this reason, such polyelectrolytes were often investigated as an ideal model of rigid strongly charged
polyelectrolytes [28,29]. The main aim of those investigations was to explore in detail the
counterion of correlations near a strongly charged macroion. These effects can be directly
measured in experimental studies of counterion activity and spatial distribution of small ions
around a macroion. Because of the cylindrical symmetry and well-defined conformation,
such polyelectrolytes represent also the simplest system for which the counterion correlations
near to macroion can be described analytically [8].

I.2

Self-Organization Processes in Ion-Containing Polymers.

The molecular self-assembly is widespread phenomena associated with both wellordered aggregation and various cluster formation. By selecting a chemical structure of synthesized molecules and the nature and distribution of functional groups, it is possible to control over molecular assembly process in order to construct the complex supramolecular structures with unique properties. At a given polymer concentration and environmental conditions, this process occurs spontaneously, and the formed structure is thermodynamically stable because of associative bonding interaction. There are some polymer systems which have
the ability to form thermodynamically stable microdomain structures. Usual representatives
are many synthetic copolymers, some types of polymer networks, ion-containing polymer
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systems (the mixture of weakly-charged PEs, PE gels [3,6], solutions and melts of ionomers,
etc.). What all such objects have in common is that they are characterized by two competing
factors, one of which causes macroscopic separation in the system, and another factor hinders
this tendency with energetic, entropic or kinetic reasoning. The fine sensibility of these systems with respect to the environment and wide range of the structural motifs and molecular
architectures, and the possibility to monitor of assembly in the bulk makes this investigation
of the nanostructure formation in ion-containing polymers one of most interesting direction
in polymer science.
Lyotropic liquid crystaline PEs. Semiflexible PEs in a solution can generate liquidcrystal order. The representative examples of macromolecules for which this effect was revealed are ion-modified polysaccharides (see Table 1) and nucleic acids in double helix conformation. The ability of PEs to form well-defined structures in dilute solutions has been
stressed by many authors [30]. In this case, an abnormal viscosity growth was observed at
some polymer concentration, which is concerned with the liquid-crystalline order formation.
In Refs. [31,32], the behavior of concentrated PE solutions has been studied. The transition
“LC – isotropic solution” has been established for xanthan, cellulose sulfate and carboxymethyl cellulose.
Hydrophobic PEs. Three general types of hydrophobic PEs are recognized: charged
block copolymers, associating PEs, and polysoaps. The simplest block copolymer types are
copolymers containing two covalently linked blocks. Diblock-PEs, including both hydrophilic
A-block (PE) and hydrophobic B-block have the “tadpole” conformation in water, because
water is a good solvent for PE blocks and a poor solvent for B blocks. Several B blocks aggregate with each other forming the micellar core which is stabilized by PE shell. The ability of
PECs to form the different micelle structures is similar to that characteristic of low-molecular
tensides. The sizes of such micelles in aqueous solutions are determined by competition between core surface tension and electrostatic repulsion between chains in the shell [33]. The
control over hydrophilic-lipophilic balance provides opportunities of morphology design
under changes of the ionic strength or pH value. Recent experiments have demonstrated a
wide variety of micellar morphologies, spherical or cylindrical micelles, and vesicles [34,35].
Using the scaling approach, the state diagram of such systems has been proposed [36]. These
theoretical predictions are well correlated with the corresponding experimental data [35].
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Water-soluble polymers having a hydrophilic backbone, which contains the minor
amounts of hydrophobic groups, can form high viscosity solutions. It is related to a trend of
hydrophobic groups to make the intermolecular aggregates of micellar type [37], which can
act as physical gel cross-links (thermoreversible associating gel consists of PE chains).
Rheological properties of such polymers determine their common use as dye component, in
cosmetic chemistry, paper coating and oil recovery [38].
Self-organization in PE-surfactant systems. In many experimental papers devoted to
PE-surfactant complexes, interaction between either PEs and opposite charged tensides or
associating polymers and micelle-forming surfactants have been considered [30]. It was established that the chemical structure of PEs, linear charge density, charge arrangement, PE
hydrophobicity, and chain flexibility/rigidity influence not only the cooperativity of complexation process and surfactant aggregation numbers, but also determine final conformation
of the complexes [39,40].
The processes of self-assembly in the systems of opposite charged PE chains, PEs interacting with double hydrophilic block copolymers, as well as the structure formation in PE
solutions involving multivalent ions are discussed in Chapters II, III and IV, respectively.

I.3

Polyelectrolyte in Solution: Theoretical Predictions.
In this section, we present some theoretical fundamentals that are related to the results

of our simulations which will be discussed in the corresponding Chapters.
Electrostatic interactions make the properties of PE solutions qualitatively different
from those known for neutral polymer solutions [3,9]. For example,
(1) The crossover from dilute to semidilute solution regime occurs at much lower
polymer concentrations than that in solutions of neutral chains.
(2) There is a well-pronounced peak in the scattering function of the homogeneous
polyelectrolyte solutions. The magnitude of the wave vector corresponding to this peak increases with concentration as c1/2. There is no such peak in solutions of neutral polymers.
(3) The osmotic pressure of PEs in salt-free solutions exceeds the osmotic pressure of
neutral polymers at comparable polymer concentrations by several orders of magnitude. It
increases almost linearly with polymer concentration and is independent of the chain mo-
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lecular weight in a wide range of polymer concentrations. This almost linear concentration
dependence of the osmotic pressure together with its strong dependence on added salt demonstrates that osmotic pressure is mainly due to the counterion contribution.
(4) The viscosity of polyelectrolyte solutions is proportional to the square root of
polymer concentration η∼c1/2 (Fuoss’ law), while for solutions of uncharged polymers at the
same concentration, the viscosity is proportional to polymer concentration. There is no concentration regime where reduced viscosity η/c of solutions of neutral polymers decreases
with polymer concentration (η/c∼c-1/2 for PEs in the Fuoss regime) [3,9].
(5) PE chains in semidilute regime follow unentangled dynamics in a much wider
concentration range and the crossover to the entangled dynamics occurs further away from
the chain overlap concentration than in solutions of uncharged polymers [3,9].
The origin of the differences listed above with neutral polymers can be traced back to
the difficulty to apply renormalization group theories and scaling ideas to systems in which
long-range (Coulomb) forces are present. The success of the modern theories of neutral
polymer solutions is based on the fact that the range of the interactions between molecules is
much smaller than the scale determining the physical properties of the solution, which is the
size of the polymer chain or the correlation length. If, as it is in general the case in polymer
physics, the main issue is the variation of solution properties with molecular weight, the interactions only affect prefactors that can be adjusted to experimental results. The theories
[41,42] developed in this spirit have proven extremely powerful for the interpretation of experimental data on neutral polymer solutions. Polyelectrolyte solutions are more complex,
both short range (excluded volume) and long-range (Coulomb) interactions are simultaneously present. The screening of the electrostatic interactions introduces an intermediate
length scale in the problem that can be comparable to the chain size or to the correlation
length. Moreover, the details of the local chain structure are important and control such important phenomena as counterion condensation [43]. The counterion condensation in turn
modifies the long-range part of the interaction. The long range interactions also have a nontrivial influence on the local structure [44] (e.g., stiffness) of the polymer chains. The implication of this complicated coupling between small and large length scales is that the theoretical
results for polyelectrolytes can be expected to be more ”model-dependent” than for neutral
polymers. In particular, the functional dependence of several physical properties on molecu-
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lar weight or concentration depends in some cases on the local description that is used for the
polymer chain. Such situations never occur in neutral polymers.
In the theoretical limit of infinite dilution and zero salt concentration, a PE chain can
be modeled as a connected sequence of charged and uncharged monomers in a “dielectric
vacuum” that represents a solvent. This model is not very realistic to describe actual PE solutions but it serves here to introduce some important concepts important for charged polymer
chains. In particular, within the framework of this model, the following expression is valid
[41,42]

R ∼ Nf

2

3

(l b )
B

1

2

3

.

(1.1)

This establishes the well-known result that the mean chain size R is proportional to
the number of monomers N and to a 1

power of the charge fraction f. This result was first
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obtained by Katchalsky and coworkers [45] using a distribution function approach. The electrostatic interactions tend to swell the chain; therefore, the equilibrium radius of a weakly
charged PE chain must be larger than the Gaussian radius, R0 ∼ N

1

2

. A more refined calcu-

lation of the electrostatic energy, accounting for the fact that the shape of the chain is rodlike
rather than spherical, only yields a logarithmic correction to Eq. (1.1):

R ∼ Nf

2

3

(l

Bb

2

)

ln (N )

1

3

.

(1.2)

Because of this rodlike character, the polyelectrolyte chain is often described as being
a “fully extended” object. Short-range molecular flexibility does not have to be frozen in a
locally stretched configuration to obtain such relations. To get a deeper insight into the meaning of Katchalsky’s calculation, it is useful to introduce the concept of the so-called electrostatic blob [41].
An electrostatic blob is a chain subunit within which the electrostatic interactions can
be considered as a weak perturbation. The size ξe and the number of monomers g in such a
2
subunit are thus related by ( fg ) lB ≅ 1 . The blob picture is particularly useful to discuss the

ξe

structure of a charged chain in a good or poor solvent. In a good solvent, the only modification compared to the theta solvent case (when R0 ∼ N

1

2

) is the good solvent statistics charac-

terized by a swelling exponent υ ≠ 1 must be used in the relation that relates the blob size to
2
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the number of monomers in a blob,

ξe ∼ gυ .

The result is still a linear string of blobs

R ∼ Nf (2 − 2υ ) / (2 −υ ) .
In a poor solvent, the problem has first been analyzed in detail by Khokhlov [46]. In
that case, the chain would be completely collapsed into a globular state in the absence of electrostatic interactions. The effect of these interactions is to break up the globular structure into
a string of “globular blobs”. For this case Eq. (1.1) is replaced by

(

R ∼ (N g )ξ e ∼ Nτ −1 f 2 l B b

(

ξe ∼ b f lB b
where

2

)

−1

3

(

)

2

3

; g ∼ τ f lB b
2

)

−1

,

(1.3)

n ∼ τb −3 is density of the collapsed chain.
The Flory-type calculation discussed above is a typical mean-field approach. Similar

approaches that have been successfully applied to the charged bead spring model include the
“chain under tension” model [41] and the “Gaussian variational method” [47]. Both methods
are mean-field approaches formulated in a variational fashion. For long-range interactions it
was shown [48] that the variational Gaussian approach predicts the same asymptotic behavior as Flory’s theory and as the “chain under tension” method. As for the chain under tension
model, the quantitative agreement with numerical simulation results is good.
The success of variational and mean-field methods for chains with long-range interactions is not unexpected. As pointed out in Ref. [48], these methods usually fail because a poor
approximation of the monomer-monomer correlation function is used in the calculation of
the potential energy. In ither words, we observe here a compensation of different errors.
When a finite concentration of salt is present in solution (which is always the case in
experiments, at least because of water dissociation), the solution becomes a conducting,
rather than dielectric, medium. The fundamental implication is that the Coulomb interaction
between charged monomers is screened by the salt solution, i.e. the electrostatic potential
created by a monomer, or a group of monomers, falls off exponentially rather than algebraically with distance. Thus, distant parts of the chain do not interact, and the chain can be expected to behave, in the asymptotic limit N → ∞ , as a random walk with short-ranged repulsive interactions.
The resulting interaction is in general a complex function of the monomer coordinates, involving many body interactions. In the case of dilute salt solutions and sufficiently
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weak perturbations, however, the linear response (or Debye-Hückel) theory can be used, and
the salt can be treated as an ideal gas. The screening length

κ −1 = λ D

κ 2 = 4πl B I ,

is then given by
(1.4)

where I is the ionic strength of the solution defined as I =

∑Z

2
i

⋅ ci , Zi being the valence and

ionic
species

ci the concentration of species i.
The effective interaction can in this limit be written as a sum of pairwise additive interactions between the monomers. The effective pair potential is given by the Debye- Hückel
formula:

ν DH (r ) = kBT

lB
exp(− κr ).
r

(1.5)

Although the potential (1.5) is short-ranged, its range κ−1 can be much larger than the
monomer size, which is the typical interaction range in neutral polymers. Depending on the
ionic strength, the value of κ−1 can vary typically from less than 1 nm to more than 100 nm. At
distances smaller than κ−1, the screened potential (1.5) is close to the unscreened Coulomb potential. The behavior and properties of PE chains can therefore be markedly different from
those of neutral chains over rather large length scales.
The Flory-like model discussed above considers only the interactions between
charged monomers along the PE chain and ignores the role of the small counterions that neutralize the PE charge. When the PE is strongly charged, the electrostatic potential on the chain
is large and some of the counterions remain bound to the chain. This phenomenon is known
as counterion condensation, or Manning condensation [43].
Within the framework of this theory, PE chain has an effective charge due to the
charged monomers and to the sheath of bound, or condensed, counterions. As a result, the
effective charge is lower than the nominal charge of the monomers. Counterion condensation
can be effective even at infinite dilution and reduces the electrostatic interactions between
monomers. The condensed counterion sheath around a PE chain is electrically polarizable
(each monomer-counterion pair behaves like a dipole); this can induce attractive interactions
between polyelectrolyte chains. The possible mechanisms for attractive electrostatic interactions in PE solutions will be discussed in Chapter IV.
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Fuoss, Katchalsky, and Lifson [49] have studied the interaction between the PE chains
and their counterion clouds using the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. They consider a solution
of infinite rodlike molecules, which are all parallel. Around each of these molecules, there
exists an equipotential surface where the electric field vanishes. This surface can be approximated by a cylinder parallel to the polyelectrolyte chains with a radius R. The average density of counterions in the cylinder is ci = fc = 1

(πR A)
2

where A is the distance between

charges along the chain. From an electrostatic point of view, each chain with its counterions
in the cylinder of radius R is independent of all the other chains. The electrostatic potential in
this cell satisfies the Poisson equation

∆ψ = −4πl B c i (r )

(1.6)

where ci(r) is the local counterion concentration at a distance r from the chain. The local counterion concentration is obtained from Boltzmann statistics ci (r ) = ci exp(− ψ (r )) . This leads to
the Poisson-Boltzmann equation:

∆ψ (r ) = −κ 2 exp(− ψ (r ))

(1.7)

The Debye screening length is defined here as κ 2 = 4πl B ci ; it is such that κ 2 R 2 = 4u
where u is the charge parameter ( u =

lB
). The Poisson-Boltzmann equation can easily be
A

solved exactly in this geometry [49]. The expression of the potential critically depends on the
value of the charge parameter.
The Manning theory describes the condensation of the counterions as a transition between two states, a bound state and a free state. On the contrary, in the Poisson-Boltzmann
approach, the distribution of the counterions is continuous and there is no bound state. However, close to the PE chain, the interaction energy between one counterion and the polyelectrolyte chain becomes much larger than kBT (in the region where electrostatic potential ψ>>1).
One could then divide space into two regions, a region close to the chain where the interaction energy is larger than kBT (with a size of the order of a few times the monomer size b) and
where the counterions can be considered as bound and a region further away from the chain
where the interaction between a counterion and the chain is smaller than kBT and where the
counterions can be considered as unbound.
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The counterions condensed on a PE chain move essentially freely along the chain;
they more or less form a one dimensional gas of average density g

b

, where g = b

lB

is the

fraction of condensed counterions. The charge density along the chain is therefore not a frozen variable and shows thermal fluctuations due to the mobility of the counterions. When
two chains are sufficiently close, the charge density fluctuations on the two chains are coupled by the electrostatic interactions; this leads to effective attraction between the polymers
which is very similar in nature to the van der Waals interactions between polarizable molecules. A fluctuation induced attraction can be expected for all polyelectrolytes where the
charges are mobile along the chain. This is for example the case above the Manning condensation threshold but also for annealed polyelectrolytes, which are polyacids or polybases,
where the charge can be monitored by tuning the pH of the solution (for more detail, see
Chapter IV).
In spite of variety of modern theoretical approaches used for description of charged
polymer systems (including scaling concepts [41], PRISM1-model [50], mean-field methods [1]
or others [51]) many problems are not well understood. In the context of theory, the main
problem of description of PEs consists in long-range nature of electrostatic interaction, as discussed before. The problem is complicated by the presence in the system more than one typical interaction scales what is connected with both electrostatic and short-range potentials.
Most of aforementioned methods are unable to predict adequately the behaviuor of
PE concentrated solutions as well as to take into account all details of PE chemical structure.
In this respect, the use of computer simulations is very important.
I.4

Computer Simulation of Charged Polymer Systems.

I.4.1

Single Polymer Chain Models.
In a computer simulation, a real system is replaced by some simplified model. The

choice of the model is determined by the task under consideration. The modeling of polymer
chains can be carried out by either in continuum (continuous model) or on a lattice.
In lattice model, a realistic macromolecule is replaced by the polygonal path which is
restricted by points of a perfect lattice (cubic, tetrahedral, etc.) [52]. Occupied lattice points
1

PRISM - Polymer-reference-interaction-site model
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correspond to polymer units, and segments joining them correspond to chemical links. The
volume interactions, i.e. short-range repulsion which arises between non-connected monomer units when they are close to each other owing to bending of the chain, are modeled by a
self-avoiding random walk. The variety of ways of chains arrangement on the lattice corresponds to different conformations. There are various modifications of lattice models, but all
of them are discontinuous, i.e. the number of possible conformations is always finite. The lattice models possess high computational power, but as a rule, they can be investigated only by
means of Monte Carlo techniques.
In continuous model, the polymer chain can change its conformation in continuous
manner. The simplest example is the chain consisting of hard spheres sequentially linked by
rigid or elastic bonds. Such models can be simulated both with Monte Carlo techniques and
molecular dynamics methods (MD). In continuous models, where particle coordinates are
continuously varied, the mobility of the system can be provided by vibrational and rotational
motions of valence bonds and valence angles. In computer simulation of polymers a great
number of models have been utilized which are applicable to both continuous and discrete
space [53-56].
Since flexible polymers in solution can take large number of different configuration,
their shape and size can be understood and described statistically. Quantitative charachteristics of molecule chain size are the mean square end-to-end distance R2, the mean square radius of gyration Rg2 and the contour length LC.

Figure 2. Sketch of a linear polymer chain. End-to-end
distance R, the center of mass of the chain S, and distance of i-th monomer from the center of mass ri are indicated.

The mean square radius of gyration is a quantity that one can obtain experimentally (e.g.,
from light scattering):
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Rg2 =

1
N

N

∑r

i

2

(1.8)

.

i =1

It is defined as a mean square distance of all segments

ri

(monomers) from the center of mass

of the chain (Fig. 2).
The simplest model for the description of the shape of macromolecule in solution is
the Kuhn segment model (freely jointed chain) [13,57]. For this model, the mean square endto-end distance is
(1.9)

R 2 = N ⋅ A2 ,

with N being the number of statistical segments of length А

A=

(1.10)

R2
.
LC

The extension of the freely jointed chain come out with consideration of fixed valence angle.
The end-to-end distance becomes larger due to fixation of the bond angles
R 2 = N ⋅ A2

where

ϑ

1 + cosϑ
,
1 − cosϑ

(1.11)

is the bond angle.

The next refinement of the model takes into account of hindered rotation around the
connection axle. In this case, the end-to-end distance reads

R 2 = N ⋅ A2

(1.12)

1 + cos ϑ 1 + cos Φ
.
⋅
1 − cos ϑ 1 − cos Φ

A model suggested by Kratky and Porod [58] for stiff or semiflexible polymers in a
solution is the so-called worm-like chain model. The main characteristic quantity in this
model is persistence length. It determines the stiffenes of the chain and represents the distance over which the memory of the initial orientation of the polymer persists. The intrinsic
persistence length (lp,0) due to monomer structure and non-electrostatic interactions of the
polymer is defined as:
lp,0 =

(1.13)

d
.
1 + cos θ

Here, d is the segment length between points

s

and

s ' on the chain, θ the angle between two

adjancent unit vectors tangential to the chain at position

s

and

s'

(see Fig. 3). For this model,

the R, Rg, and ℓp values are connected by the following equations:
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(

R 2 = 2l p LC − 2l 2p 1 − e

Rg2

− Lc l p

),

(1.14)

(

2l3p ⎡ l p
1
−L
2
= l p LC − l p +
1− e C
⎢1 −
3
LC ⎣ LC

lp

)⎤⎥ .

(1.15)

⎦

The two limiting cases are:
1. LC / l p >> 1 (Gaussian coil limit), R 2 = 6 Rg2 = 2l p LC ;
2. ( LC / l p << 1 ) (rigid rod limit), R 2 = 12 Rg2 = L2C .

Figure 3. Sketch of a worm-like chain. Unit vectors

()

u (s ) and u s ' tangential to the chain at position

s, s ' ; bend angle θ between unit vectors u (s ) and

()

u s ' , and end-to-end vector R are indicated.

From these equations, the following well-known relation can be established

A = 2l p .

(1.16)

However, in the case of PEs, the persistence length increases additionally due to electrostatic
repulsion between monomers. Thus, the theoretical description of the persistence length
should include this effect. This leads to an additional contribution to the persistence length,
the electrostatic persistence length

l p ,e

due to longe-range intrachain repulsion [59,60]. As a

result, the effective persistence length is given by

l p ≅ l p ,0 + l p , e .

I.4.2

(1.17)

Interaction Potentials.
Understanding the interactions within and between the polymer chains can help in

predicting macroscopic properties of the polymeric systems. That is why a proper choice of
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the potentials governing the interactions (force field) is crucial in computer simulation. The
forces between particles have to be as realistic as possible and also suitable for feasible simulations since their calculation is the most time consuming part of any simulation algorithm.
Generally, interaction potentials can be divided into two parts: the potentials which
describe short-range intramolecular interactions, and non-bonded interactions. The first part
includes the contributions that due to valence bonds, bond angles, and dihedral angles. The
second part takes into account van der Waals and electrostatic forces, hydrogen bonding, and
solvent interaction.
In most cases, van der Waals forces are described by a Lennard-Jones potential [61]:
(1.18)

⎧ ⎡⎛ σ ⎞12 ⎛ σ ⎞6 ⎤
⎪⎪4ε ⎢⎜ ⎟ − ⎜ ⎟ ⎥ + c, r ≤ rc
VLJ (r ) = ⎨ ⎢⎣⎝ r ⎠
⎝ r ⎠ ⎥⎦
⎪
⎪⎩0,
r > rc

Here, σ and ε are parameters, rc is a cutoff radius. Also, the Morse potential is frequently used
[62].
The interaction of charged atoms is characterized by Coulomb potential

VC (r ) =

∑

qi q j

i≠ j

rij

(1.19)

,

as well as by Debye-Hückel potential that takes into account the charge screening effects:

VC (r ) = k BTqi q j l B

exp(− λD r )
,
rij

where qi is the charge of i-th particle, kB is Bolzmann constant ,

(1.20)

lB

is the Bjerrum length. The

Bjerrum length is given by:

lB =

e2
4πε r ε 0 k BT

.

(1.21)

Here, е is the elementary charge, ε0 is the electrical permittivity of vacuum, and εr is the permittivity of medium.
The problem of correct description of long-range electrostatic interactions is the most
important in molecular simulations. A category long-ranges forces consists of the chargecharge interaction between ions ( V zz (r ) ∼ r −1 ) and dipole-dipole interaction between mole-
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cules ( V µµ (r ) ∼ r −3 ). These forces are a serious problem for the computer experiment, since
their range is always greater than half the box length2.
A variety of methods have been developed to handle long-range forces [63]. The lattice methods, such as the Ewald sum (ES), include the interaction of an ion or molecule with
all its periodic images. In some cases, these methods tend to overemphasize the periodic nature of the model [64,65]. The reaction field (RF) methods assume that the interaction from
molecules beyond a cutoff distance can be handled in an average way, using macroscopic
electrostatics.
The ES is a technique for efficiently summing the interaction between an ion and all
its periodic images. The potential energy can be written as

V zz =

1
2

⎛ N
⎜
⎜ i =1
⎝

N

∑ ∑∑
n

j =1

zi z j rij + n

−1 ⎞

⎟,
⎟
⎠

(1.22)

where zi, zj, are the charges. The sum over n is the sum over all simple cubic lattice points,

(

)

n = nx L, n y L, nz L with nx , n y , nz being integers and L denoting the box size.

2, 2а, 2b,…

1

Figure 4. The construction of a system of periodic cells in the Ewald method. Ion 1 interacts with ion 2 and all its periodic images, 2a, 2b, …, etc.

The unit cells are added in sequence: the first term has n = 0 , i.e., n = (0,0,0 ) ; the second term

n = L comprises the six boxes centered at n = (± L,0,0) , n = (0,± L,0) , n = (0,0,± L ) ; etc. As soon
2

In most cases, computer simulations are performed with periodic boundary conditions
(PBC). Upon that the objects being examined are put into the computational box. This system
is placed in a central model box which is surrounded by an infinite array of its periodic images [64].
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as further term is added to the sum, an infinite system is building up in roughly spherical
layers (Fig. 4).
For this approach the nature of the medium surrounding the sphere, in particular its
relative permittivity εr, must be specified. The results for a sphere surrounded by a good
conductor such as metal (εr= ∞) and for a sphere surrounded by vacuum (εr= 1) are different
[64]:

V zz (ε r = ∞ ) = V zz (ε r = 1) −

2π
3L3

∑

zi ri .

(1.23)

i

The mathematical frameworks of ES are given in Ref. [66]. In the ES method, each point
charge is surrounded by a charge distribution of equal magnitude with an opposite sign,
which spreads out radially from the charge. This distribution is conveniently taken to be
Gaussian

ρiz (r ) =

ziα 3

π

3

2

(

(1.24)

)

exp − α 2 r 2 ,

where the arbitrary parameter α determines the width of the distribution and r is the position
relative to the centre of the distribution. This extra distribution acts like an ionic atmosphere,
to screen the interaction between neighboring charges. The screened interactions are now
short-ranged, and the total screened potential is calculated by summing over all the molecules in the central cube and all their images in the real space lattice of image boxes. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5a.

(a)

Figure 5. Charge distribution in the Ewald sum (а)
– Original point charges
and screening distribution; (b) Canceling distribution [64].

(b)
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A charge distribution of the same sign as the original charge and the same shape as the distribution

ρ iz (r )

is also added (Fig. 5b). This canceling distribution reduces the overall poten-

tial to that due to the original set of charges. The canceling distribution is summed in reciprocal space. It should be noted that the recipe includes the interaction of the canceling distribution with itself (Fig. 5b), and this self term must be subtracted from the total energy . The final
results is [64]:
V zz (ε r = 1) =
1
2

N

(

∑∑ ∑
i =1

(

) (

⎛ ∞ zi z j efrc α rij + n
⎜
+ 1 πL3
⎜
4
πε
r
n
+
0
j =1 ⎝ n = 0
ij
N

− α /π1 2

z
)∑ 4πε
+ (2π
2
i

N

i =1

(

0

3L3

) ∑ 4πεz
N

i =1

)∑ 4zπεz (4π
i

k ≠0

j

2

0

⎞
/ k 2 exp − k 2 / 4α 2 cos k ⋅ rij ⎟
⎟
⎠

) (

) (

)

(1.25)

2

i

ri
0

∞

)∫ ( )

Here, erfc(x ) = 2 π 1 2 exp − t 2 dt is the complementary error function which falls to zero
x

with increasing x.
There are other widely used techniques which are the extension of the ES method,
viz., P3M and PME (or SPME)3 [67]. Along with the ES method, in these procedures a common force applied to i-th ion is separated into “short-ranged” V r = f (r ) and “long-ranged”
r

parts V m = 1 − f (r ) . The function V r = f (r ) (first term in Eq. 1.25) is calculated in a regular
r

r

manner [64]. The parameter α is chosen sufficiently large by computation of this sum so that
the specific cutoff radius can be applied (α is a cutoff radius function). It is necessary in order
to reduce calculation complexity of direct sum from

( ) to Ο(N ) , where Ο(N ) is the number

Ο N2

j

of operations. To compensate the potential cutoff during the calculation of direct sum, the
number of k -vectors in reciprocal space can be increased proportionally to the number of
charges N . The second sum is estimated by means of 3D fast Fourier transform technique in
which common operation number is of the order of N log(N ) . As distinguished from conventional ES method, in РМЕ the summation in reciprocal space is carried out as follows [68]:
1.

The charge density in the system is approximated by assigning charges to a finely-

spaced mesh in the simulation box:

3

P3M = Particle-Particle-Particle-Mesh, PME = Particle-Mesh Ewald, SPME = Smooth PME.
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2.

The fast Fourier transform technique is then used to solve Poisson’s equation for the

electrostatic potential due to the charge distribution on the mesh. This gives the potential at
each mesh point.
3.

The field at each mesh point is calculated by numerical differentiating the potential,

and then the force on a particular particle i is calculated from the mesh field by interpolation.
The relative force measurement error is approximately

10 −6

for PME method. The Lagrange

interpolation polynomial is used for charge exploration between mesh points [68].
The SPME method is the modification of PME. In this approach, B-spline approximation is applied as an interpolation function. With the use of this method, the computational
accuracy can be increased as well as the computational cost can be reduced owing to deflating of the interpolation function. In this case, the electrostatic potential differentiation at the
force determining is carried out more precisely as compared to the method of finite differences. The SMPE scheme is the main method used in our simulations.
In the reaction field method, a sphere ℜ is constructed around the molecule with a radius equal to the cutoff distance rRF (Fig. 6). The interaction with molecules that are within
the sphere is calculated explicitly. This value is added to the energy of interaction with the
medium beyond the sphere, which is modeled as a homogeneous medium with dielectric
constant εr. (Fig. 6) [69].

Figure 6. A cavity and reaction field.

Solvent
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The electrostatic field due to the surrounding dielectric medium is given by

Ei =

2(ε r − 1) 1
3
2ε r + 1 rRF

∑µ

j

(1.26)

,

j∈ℜ

where µ j are dipoles of the neighboring molecules that are within the cutoff distance

rRF

of

the molecule i. The interaction between the molecule i and the reaction field equals E i ⋅ µ i ,
which is added to the total electrostatic interaction.
Similar approaches employ a single boundary for the entire system. This boundary
may be spherical or may have a more complicated shape that better approximates the true
molecular surface of the molecule. In the image charge method, a spherical boundary is employed and the reaction field due to a charge inside the boundary is considered to arise from
a so-called image charge situated in the continuous dielectric beyond the sphere [68].
I.4.3

Molecular Dynamics Method (MD).
Molecular dynamics is a specific computer simulation method employed for molecu-

lar systems, from ideal gases and liquids to biomacromolecules and composite materials. The
systems studied by molecular dynamics are modeled as ensembles of interacting particles
under specific internal and external conditions. Given the initial coordinates and velocities of
an ensemble of particles that interact in an explicit manner, this method integrates the equation of motion numerically, providing new sets of coordinates and velocities at each integration time step. From the obtained particles trajectories one can calculate various global system properties as statistical averages.
The conventional MD technique consists in the stepwise time integration of Newton’s
equations of motion for a set of N particles:
d 2r
i = F r , r ,..., r
i 1 2
N
dt 2

(

)

(1.26)

where
Fi (r1 , r2 ,..., rN ) = −∇ r i V (r1 , r2 ,..., rN )

(1.27)

Here, ri is the position vector of particle i, Fi is the total force acting on particle i and V
is the total potential energy from which the force is derived. By solving Newton’s equations
the total energy of the simulated system is conserved and the time averages obtained during
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the simulations are equivalent to averages in micro-canonical NVE ensemble. But most often
this ensemble is not practical when comparing with experimental or theoretical results that
traditionally use other ensembles. So, other ensembles are preferred depending on what
thermodynamic quantity is kept constant (number of particles, volume, pressure, temperature or chemical potential). All the results presented in this thesis are obtained by performing
MD simulations at constant N, V and T.
One way to obtain this ensemble is by replacing Newton’s equations (Eqs. 1.26) with
the Langevin equation (stochastic MD):
d 2ri
dt

2

= −∇ ri V − Γ

dri
+ Ri
dt

(1.28)

Two additional forces are included in Eq. (1.28) to introduce kinetic energy of the system: a frictional force, proportional to the velocity (Γ being the friction constant of the particle) and a stochastic force R. The strength of the noise is related to Γ via the fluctuation dissipation theorem (for more detail see, Chapter II).
There are many algorithms for integrating the equations of motion using finite difference methods or predictor-corrector methods, several of which are commonly used in molecular dynamics calculation. The Verlet algorithm [70] is probably the most widely used
method for integrating the equation of motion. In this algorithm, the position and velocity of
each particle are updated from time t to time

t + ∆t using an intermediate half-time-step at

1
t + ∆t :
2
r (t + ∆t ) = r (t ) + v (t )∆t +

1
a (t )∆t 2
2

1 ⎞
1
⎛
v⎜ t + ∆t ⎟ = v (t ) + a(t )∆t.
2 ⎠
2
⎝

(1.29)
(1.30)

Using the updated positions and velocities from Eq. (1.29) and Eq. (1.30), the force

F(t + ∆t ) is evaluated. Several variation of the Verlet algorithm have been developed (the
leap-frog technique, the velocity Verlet method, Beeman’s algorithm) [64].
Solving the Langevin equations Eq. (1.28) the MD simulations sample the canonical
ensemble by keeping the system temperature constant at a desirable value T. This method is
known also as the Langevin thermostat and reflects the weak coupling of each particle with a
virtual heat bath represented by the combination of frictional and random forces. A Langevin
thermostat has two major advantages that make it very suitable for simulating polymeric ma-
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terials for which long simulation time is needed. One is that it accepts larger time steps than
other thermostats without causing instabilities. The other is that by coupling the system to
the background, the inevitable effect of accumulating numerical errors is diminished with the
direct consequence of improving the systems’ stability over long runs.
The stochastic MD is the central method in this study. Its details are discussed in the
methodical part of Chapter II.
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Chapter II.

Complexes Based on Rigid-Chain Polyelectrolytes and
Oppositely Charged Polyions.

II.1

Introduction.
A very important aspect of the behavior of PEs is their interaction with counterions, as

this interaction determines many properties of such polymers, beginning from diffusion coefficients in solution to specific ion binding and their complexation with polyions [73,74]. In
latter case, interaction between unlike macromolecules can yield polymer-polymer complexes. Polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) are usually formed as a result of cooperative electrostatic interactions between oppositely charged polyions.
PECs play a fundamental role in biological systems. An example is DNA, which binds
to histones (chromatin formation). DNA-cationic polymer [75,76] and DNA-charged dendrimer [77-80] complexes have recently attracted attention. Hybrid systems containing DNA
molecules adsorbed onto positive charged small latex particles can be applied as gene delivery systems.
An important means of detailed investigation of PECs on a molecular scale is computer simulation. In reported studies, the complexes of PE chains with counterions and colloid particles [81-82], as well as complexes formed by oppositely charged flexible chains of
equal lenght [81,83-87] were considered.
Of the experimental techniques what make it possible to study directly the structure
of PECs, fluorescence microscopy is of special note. Using this method, the process of DNA
compaction involving various agents (histones [88,89], polyamines [89], multiply charged inorganic cations [90], etc. [91,92]) can be directly visualized.
In any case, the PECs formation is concerned with conformational rearrangements of
molecules. In some instances such structural reorganizations can be quite considerable down
to the collapse of charged chains. The collapse of a single polymer chain – the transition from
a random coil to a dense globule state – takes place when the solvent quality reduces [93,94].
The results of the collapse of a flexible-chain polymer is an approximately spherical globule if
the conditions of a minimum surface energy are fulfilled; however, the situation for the
semiflexible-chain polymers can be more complicated [96,97]. The local structure of aggregates in this case is always composed of extended chains, most frequently, with their parallel
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packing to minimize the fold energy and to maximize the density. Therefore, the following
typical conformations are characteristic of semiflexible polymers in a poor solvent: toroidal,
rodlike, and cylindrical. Some theoretical studies also predict the existence of various intermediate conformations such as rackets [98,99] and bent cylinders [100]. Despite significant
achievements in experimental and theoretical studying of these structures, many aspects are
still remained in abeyance.
It is known that the DNA acquires the toroidal structure after addition of condensing
agents, which are special substances and cause the collapse of this molecule. It has been already noted that these agents are salts containing miltivalent cations, polyamines, neutral
flexible-chain polymers, etc.
It is commonly believed that DNA toroids have constant inner (150 Å) and outer (500
Å) diameters [101]. Toroids of approximately this size were observed for DNA of 400 to 56000
base pairs in length. This fact indicates that several small molecules or one large molecule
form isolated particles. It was displayed by the example of Т5 bacteriophage that large toroids of condensed DNA can be obtained [102].
In some studies [103,104], it was shown that the size variations of toroids can be even
more significant than those above mentioned. It was found that toroids and rods form under
identical conditions; usually complexes with similar geometric characteristics are produced.
However, not only the environmental conditions of experiment but also the concentration of
solution [103] and length of DNA molecules [104] determine the torus dimensions. Many investigators associate the invariability of the size of obtained aggregates with the intristic rigidity of the DNA molecule.
The stability of the aggregates under question was studied experimentally; several
theoretical approaches for description of possible deformations of tori under exposure to external factors were proposed [105-116]. For example, Ubbink and Odijk [106] calculated the
toroid energy associated with a change in surface tension. It was shown that the outer diameter of the torus and its thickness increase and the inner diameter decreases as the surface tension decreases. Park et al. [107] theoretically studied the problem of the optimal size of toroidal DNA with allowance for interactions between topological defects which affect the
stretching of the molecular chain in the torus. The stability of tori in the mean-field approximation with emphasis on the coil-compact toroidal globule transition is described in Ref.
[108]. It was found [109] that the free energy of the hollow sphere becomes lower than the
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free energy of the toroid because of a decrease in the characteristic parameter α, which was
first introduced in Ref. [106]. On the basis of this finding, it was supposed that the conformational transition of a single semiflexible chain from the coil to the toroidal globule state may
be interpreted in terms of the first-order phase transition between random and ordered states
[115]. It was shown that the toroidal structure is destabilized when the polymer chain length
becomes infinitely large. Thus, the surface energy plays a substantial role in the determination of the stable structure of the compact state for an individual semiflexible chain.
As has been noted above, condensed DNA exists in various characteristic conformations. In addition to tori, rodlike (cylindrical) [116-118], flower-like [104,119], and globular
structures [120], structures resembling a tennis racket (ТR) (Fig. 7) [121-122] were observed in
the experiment.
Martemyanova et al. [100] studied the transitions between the globular, cylindrical,
and racket-like conformations of a rigid-chain polymer using a Monte Carlo method. The cylinders, tori, and rackets were characterized in terms of their energy. It was found that, e.g.,
the cylinders have a certain length and a certain number of strands. The TR conformation is
an intermediate state between the cylinder and torus and is a kind of transient, metastable
conformational state. In addition, the form factors were calculated to attribute chain conformations to certain structures [123,124].
Such conformations were observed not only for neutral rigid-chain polymers, when
the solvent quality deteriorated, but also for PECs [125-126].

Figure 7. Metastable structures detected
for xanthan-chitosan complexes [122].
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The objective of the computer simulation reported in this charter was to study the
conformational structure of complexes formed by a rigid-chain polyanion and polycations of
different length, the stability of these complexes against external impacts, and the collapse of
a strongly charged chain under the acting of condensing agents. The novelty of investigation
lies in the fact that as opposed to previous works in which PE condensation effects have been
considered only by involving of spherical (pointlike) ions in solution, in the present research
the chain counterions of various lengths are used.

II.2

Model and Computational Method.
The system under question included salt-free dilute solution of semiflexible PE chains

with a fixed value of charge on each monomer unit, as well as oppositely charged flexiblechain oligocations. In the model, each chain unit was assumed to be charged. In actual experiments, this assumption corresponds to the conditions when practically complete ionization of functional groups (e.g., ⎯COOH groups in polyacids) takes place with varying the
рН of solution.
We use rather simple model, which nevertheless contains the most essential aspects of
the real PECs because the basic features of the charge complexation behavior are quite robust
and, to a large extent, independent of details. The main approximations involved are as follows: (i) For simplicity, the salt effects are omitted from the study in order to examine the
fundamental nature of the electrostatic interaction between the oppositely charged species in
the strong Coulomb coupling regime within the primitive electrostatic model. (ii) The solvent
is treated as a dielectric continuum, and it enters the model only through its dielectric permittivity, εr. (iii) All other constituents are described in terms of Lennard-Jones spherical particles (beads) of diameter σ connected by bonds of fixed length b and arranged in a linear manner. (iv) The net bare charge of a polyanion bead, represented by a LJ sphere, is replaced by
negative point charge in the center of the sphere.
The simulated systems were composed of polymers of two types: strongly charged
Np-unit polyanions (Np = 128) and oligocations (their chain length NC was varied from 2 to
128). The time evolution of the system is determined by Newton’s equations that are solved
using the method of Langevin molecular dynamics. Monomer units (chain beads) are linked
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by rigid bonds of a fixed length, b = σ, to form linear polymer chains. The employed interaction potentials of polymer units modeled the conditions of a good solvent for both types of
macromolecules.
The potential energy of the system is given by
V=

N

N

∑∑ [v

ev ( rij )

i

(2.1)

+ vC (rij )] + VΘ

i≠ j

where N is the total number of monomer units in the system, vev takes into account excluded
volume, vC is the unscreened Coulomb potential characterizing electrostatic interaction between charged monomers, and VΘ is the bond-angle bending energy term.
Excluded volume between any nonbonded monomers is included via a repulsive soft
core Lennard-Jones potential (1.18):
⎧ ⎡⎛
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rij > r0

(2.2)

where σ = ε = 1 and r0 = 21/6σ is a cutoff distance. The normalized parameter ε entering this
equation controls the energy scale, σ determines the interaction length between particles.
Electrostatic energy is given by

vC ( rij ) = k BTl B

∑r
m

where

lB

ij

zi z j
+ mLbox

,

(2.3)

is the Bjerrum length, which measures the distance at which two elementary

charges interact with thermal energy kBT (see Eq. 1.21); εr is the relative permittivity of the
medium; and the sum over m takes into account the periodic images of the charged particles
in a cubic simulation box of length Lbox. Since in the simulations all charges are treated explicitly, the εr value was set to εr =1. To take into account long-range electrostatic interactions, we
used the highly optimized particle mesh Ewald method (SPME) [127,128] and the fast Fourier
transform algorithm (see Chapter I). The truncation distance for electrostatic interactions in
Eq. (2.3) was set to RC = 10, and long-range corrections to the potential energy were made.
The Ewald convergence parameter was α = 0.3766σ-1; the order of B-splines was nB = 5; the
number of grid points in each direction was 72. These parameters ensured consistency be-
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tween the Coulomb energy obtained through the pair potential and the Coulomb energy calculated through the virial [129,130].
The bond-angle bending potential, which determines the equilibrium stiffness of an
Np-unit polyanion chain, is defined as follows:
k
VΘ = 1
2

N p −1

∑ (Θi − Θ0 )

2

i=2

k
+ 2
2

Np −3

Np

∑ ∑

i = 1 j = i +3

(r

ij

− rij0

),
2

(2.4)

j −i−2

where k1 and k2 are the force constants (k1 = 4ε and k2 = ε), Θi is the angle between neighboring
bond vectors ri–1–ri and ri+1–ri, Θ0 is the equilibrium angle (Θ0 = 180o), and rij0 = b(i − j ) is the
equilibrium distance between beads i and j. The value of rij in Eq. (2.4) is the distance between
beads i and j = i + 3; it defines the magnitude of the angle Θ. If the force parameters k1 and k2
are high, i.e., the deviation of Θ from the corresponding equilibrium value Θ0 is small, then

Θ ≈ Θ0 = 2 arcsin(rij / 2b) . The use of this potential prevents the appearance of sharp bends in
the polyanion chain. The same behavior characterizes, for example, the DNA chain [131].
The Kuhn segment length A was used as a measure of the chain flexibility (rigidity).
According to the concept of equivalent chain [132], a polymer chain can be replaced by a random flight chain that is composed of nA effective bonds of length A and has a mean-square
end-to-end distance R2 equals the one of unperturbed chain (i.e., the chain without excluded
volume interaction): that is, R2 = nAA2. The value of nA may be determined with the additional
condition that both chains have the same end-to-end distance: LС = nAA = (Np − 1)b. The effective “bond length” A of an equivalent chain is called the Kuhn statistical segment length. It
defines persistent length l p = A/2 (Eq. 1.14) [133].
Note that A and lр depend on temperature and charge of a chain bead. In this study
the value lр is varied from 12 to ≈ 250σ. This corresponds to semirigid and rigid chains (see
examples shown in Table 1).
The linear charge density of anionic beads was fixed at a value -e/σ (zC = -1), and for
cationic units was e/σ (zC = 1).
Explicitly, no solvent particles are included in the simulations; i.e., the solvent is represented by a dielectric continuum. In order to simulate solvation effects and the time evolution of the solution in contact with a heat bath of temperature T, the equations of motion are
•

augmented by the friction force − mγ i ri and the Langevin uncorrelated noise term Ri, which
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is connected with the viscosity of the solvent γ through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem:
Rαi (0) ⋅ Rαj (t ) = 2mγk BTδ ijδ (t ) [64], where γi is the friction constant, m = 1 is the mass of a sin-

gle chain bead, T is the reference temperature, and α = x, y, z ; i, j = 1,2,…,N. These terms ensure that the temperature is kept constant. In the MD simulations, the equations of motion of
a polymer system in the presence of fixed constraints are:
n ( N −1)
.
⎡
⎤
mi r i = −∇ i ⎢V (r ) −
λs Gs (r1 ,..., rnN )⎥ − γ i r i + R i , i = 1, 2,..., N ,
s =1
⎣⎢
⎦⎥

..

Gs (r1 ,..., rnN ) ≡

(2.5)

∑

[

]

1
(rs +1 − rs )2 − b 2 = 0, s = 1, 2,...N − 1,..., n(N − 1) ,
2

(2.6)

where n is the number of chain and λs are Lagrangian multipliers that take into account the
presence of rigid bonds.
Because in this study we mainly focus on dense PECs, we take the parameter γ to be
dependent on solvent-accessible surface areas (SASA). To find the values of SASA for a given
configuration, an analytical computation of the surface areas Si for each specified bead was
performed [134]. Having Si, one can define γ i as γ i = γ 0 Si/Smax, where Smax is the maximum
solvent-accessible surface area of a bead and the corresponding value of γ 0 is taken to be
equal to unity (for more detail, see Refs. 130,136). The weighting factor Si/Smax represents the
degree of exposure of the bead i to the solvent. When the value of SASA for a given chain
bead is zero, the frictional and random forces are zero and the Langevin equation reduces to
Newton's equation of motion. For the chain in a compact conformation, this typically happens when a given monomer is screened by other chain segments. On the contrary, a monomer located at the surface of a PEC is strongly solvated; it means that Si should be close to
Smax and, as a result, the value of γ i is close to its reference value γ 0 . The selected value of
solvent viscosity ensured the invariability of a preset temperature within the limits of required accuracy (± 5%).
The equations of motion (2.5) in conjunction with the constraints of fixed bond lengths
(2.6) are solved iteratively using the RATTLE iteration procedure [137] with the time step ∆t =
0.01 σ m / ε . The initial systems were equilibrated for about 106 time steps and then the production runs were performed. Typically, each production run was from 106 to 2×106 time
steps, depending on the system density and temperature. Throughout the simulation, snap-
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shots of the systems were collected. The number density of the polyanion beads,

ρ = n p N p / V , was ρ = 2.05 × 10−3σ −3 (salt-free dilute polyelectrolyte solution).
The main calculation parameters were the temperature and the dielectric permittivity
of medium εr. When the temperature was varied, the value of εr was fixed at εr = 1; when εr
was varied, it was assumed that Т = 1 ε /kB, where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Note that a
change in εr in this model had an effect only on electrostatic interactions, whereas a change in
temperature also affected the chain rigidity.

II.3

Results and Discussion.

II.3.1

Structural and Energetic Criteria.
In the present section, the results of MD simulation of PECs based on semi-rigid and

rigid polyanions are discussed. The conformational behavior of the macromolecules in dilute
solution and their self-organization into PECs is studied at various T, Nc and εr, where Nc –
chain length of polycations.
Several equilibrium characteristics of the formed PECs were calculated. They include
the mean-square radius of gyration, Rg2 , polycation-polyanion static structure factors, S + − (q ) ,
the corresponding pair correlation functions, g+-(r), etc. These quantities were calculated as a
function of T, Nc and εr. The average numbers of contact, n+-, between the subsystems A and B,
the average distance between their center-of mass, R+-, and counterion coordination numbers,
z, were also found.
Some of the results obtained for 128-unit chains are shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that the
distance R+-, plotted as a function of the polycation chain length of Nc at different values of T
and εr increases as the value Nc decreases This quantity shows how far the subsystems are
from one another. As the value of R+- increases, the system is further from the condensed
state. It can be stated that condensation processes in the system are more intensive when Nc
>16 and at low temperatures and small εr.
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Figure 8. Average distance between the centers of mass of the subsystems A and B as a function of the polycation chain length, at Т = 0.5 (1), 2.5 (2), 5 (3), 1 (4-6) and εr = 1 (1-3), 2 (4), 4
(5), 12 (6).
Short-chain cations act as condensing agents only at small temperatures and low εr
values. This is due to their higher translation mobility as compared to long-chain cations,
which actively enter into complexation even at rather high temperatures and make the polyanion chain more compact.
To describe the local environment formed near the polyanion monomeric units, we
calculated the polycation–polyanion pair correlation functions g+-(r). The influence of the
permittivity εr on the condensation of 16-unit cations onto the polyanion is illustrated in Fig.
9.
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Figure 9. Polyanionpolycation pair correlation functions at εr =
2 (1), 3 (2), 4 (3), 5 (4),
6 (5), 7 (6), 8 (7), 9 (8),
16 (9). Nc = 16, T = 1.
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It is seen that the probability of occurrence of polycation monomers near the polyan-

ion decreases with a growth in εr. This is explained by the fact that the Bjerrum length decreases. Correlations in the arrangement of subsystems practically disappear at εr≥6 (in Fig.
8b, this is manifested by an increase in the R+- value from 40 to 85σ at the increase of εr from 2
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to 12). At such values of εr, the unbound state when the system does not experience complexation is stable.
In addition to pair correlation functions, the counterion coordination numbers z(r)
were also calculated [129]:
(2.7)

r

z (r ) = 4πρC g + − (x )x 2 dx ,

∫
0

where ρС is the number density of positive charges in the system. The value of z(r) in Eq. (2.7)
is the average number of positive charges about an individual monomer unit of the polyanion at a distance r from this unit. In these calculations, r was set to 4σ.
Figure 10 shows the values of z as a function of temperature at fixed εr (Fig. 10а) and
dielectric permittivity at fixed T (Fig. 10b).
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Figure 10. Coordination number z as functions of (а) temperature (εr.=1) and (b) permittivity
of the medium εr (T=1) for Nc = 128 (1), 32 (2), 8 (3).
As seen, at low temperatures Т, the complexes formed in the presence of polycations
with a sufficiently long chain, Nc ≥ 8, can be stable. As temperature increases, PECs disintegrate. This behavior is well-seen in Fig. 10, where we observe a sharp decrease in z in the
range 0.1 < T ≤ 2 (Fig. 10a) or 1 < ε r ≤ 4 (Fig. 10b). Also, we would like to stress that the disintegration of complexes proceeds at least in two stage: when Т < 1.5, the z value demonstrates
a very sharp decrease, while in the temperature range 1.5<Т<2.5, this value decreases slowly
and even can reveal a plateau if the condensing oligocations are sufficiently long, Nc ≥ 8. A
further increase in temperature, at Т>2.5, leads to a gradual decay of z(r), thereby indicating
the complete dissociation of PECs. Such a behavior is associated not only with the "desorption" of polycations from the polyanion, but also with the simultaneous conformational rear-
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rangements of the polyanion. In the presence of short-chain cations, we observe only very
weakly pronounced complexation under whatever temperatures and dielectric constants
within examined ranges (see Fig. 10).
In order to characterize the structure of the aggregates and to attribute it to certain
morphology, the snapshots of the systems were also analyzed. Figure 11 provides a general
idea of possible structures of rigid-chan polyelectrolyte complexes.
In stable polyelectrolyte complexes, the observed structure can have the form of a bent
superhelical bundle (Fig. 11а) in which the oppositely charged chains are braided, a folded
cylinder, a tennis racket, a torus (Fig. 11b) or a double torus (Fig. 11c).

a
b
c
Figure 11. Snapshots of the PEC at Nc = 128 (a, c) and 16 (b), for T = 1 (a) and 0.5 (b, c) and
εr = 10 (a), 1 (b, c).
From the visual inspection of snapshots (Fig. 11) and also from the dependences presented in Figs. 8 and 10, it follows that at low T and Nc ≥16 the tori are formed. When the
value of εr is small, a small increase in temperature leads to the formation of rather specific
aggregates that have TR-like shape. In addition, in this region of parameters, we can identify
stable "shapeless" aggregates having a coil-like structure. We will call these "strongly bound
state". It can be concluded from the data shown in Figs. 8 and 10 that the "strongly bound
state" is characterized by small values of R+- and large values of z. It is important to note that
the potential energy of these conformations is considerably higher as compared to that of torus-like conformations (see Fig. 12). The formation of coil-like structures can also be observed
at high T and εr. In this case, however, we deal with a "weakly bound state". In other words,
the complexes formed under these conditions typically are not stable. The same is true when
the systems containing low-molecular-weight cations are simulated: the complexes become
progressively less stable with decreasing NC. Similar evolution of conformations and complex
stability was also observed in experimental works [122].
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Figure 12. Potential energy of the system as a function of (а) temperature (εr=1) and (b) εr
(T=1) for Nc = 128 (1), 32 (2), 8 (3).
The formation of a complex and its stability can also be characterized in terms of the
number of contacts between positively and negatively charged sites, n+-. In our study, we assume that two monomeric units of the subsystems A and B are in contact if the distance between them does not exceed r= 2σ.
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Figure 13. Number of contacts between unlike monomeric units as a function of (а) temperature (εr=1) and (b) εr (T=1) at Nc = 128 (1), 32 (2), 8 (3) and 2 (4).

The n+-– T and n+- –εr plots are shown in Fig. 13. At low temperatures, the number of
contacts is high at any Nc. This means that the formation of the complex (bound state) takes
place. At Т = 1 and any value of εr, complex formation in the systems with short-chain cations
is not observed.
The results presented above allow to assert that due to different self-assembly conditions the formed PECs have various conformations. Also the calculation data show that
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formed tori have the different radii ( R g2 = 86 − 140σ ). This conclusion agrees with recent experimental investigations [103,104].
II.3.2

State Diagrams.
The simulation data discussed above can be used to construct state diagrams. To this

end, we should introduce some structural and energy criteria which define the complex formation. It is natural to expect that a PE complex begins to form when its energy becomes
negative (V < 0) and the number of contacts between negatively and positively charged sites,
n+-, is sufficiently large. Also, the deviation of geometrical parameters of PEC from the corresponding "ideal" structures can be used as an additional criterion. After some experimentation, we have chosen the following simple criteria: V < 0 and n+-> 10. The calculated state diagrams are shown in Figs. 14a and 14b. They illustrate how a change in the variables T, εr, and
Nc influences the complex formation. It should be remembered that the variation in Т values
influences both rigidity of a polyanion chain and electrostatic interactions whereas change in
εr at Т=constant changes only the interaction of charged units.
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Figure 14. State diagrams polyanion-polycation complexes in terms of the number of contacts n+- and the energy criterion V.
The state diagrams presented in Fig. 14 consist of several regions. The regions Ia and
Ib correspond to the bound state, i.e., complexes. In Fig. 14a, the region II is the region of tori
and rackets. It was found that the tori formed by oppositely charged chains are stable at low
temperatures. This result agrees with MC simulation data of Martemyanova et al. [100]. The
regions above the curves on the diagram in Fig. 14a are the regions of existence of the unbound state; i.e., complexes degrade under these conditions.
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The second type of state diagram characterizes the equilibrium morphology of PECs. In
this case, we should compare the shape (size) of a complex formed under a given condition
with that of an "ideal" complex. For example, we can define the size of an "ideal" torus, Rg0 ,
formed by the chain of the same length, Np, as that used in the simulations. In doing that we
assumed that the value of Rg0 depends only on chain length, Np, and on excluded volume interaction but not on electrostatic interactions. Based on this, we calculated the ratio
2

⎞
⎛R
K = ⎜⎜ g o ⎟⎟ for different values T and Nc. In essence, the ratio K is a measure of the deviaRg ⎠
⎝
tion of the simulated structures from their "ideal" counterparts. The "morphological" state
diagram is shown in Fig. 15.
The region (I) corresponds to toroidal conformations. Here, the ratio K is K≤2. The region (II) includes the TR-like complexes at low temperatures and coil-like PECs at higher
temperatures and large Nc values. The region (III) is characterized by the maximum deviation
degree K>6. As a result, the formation of toroidal and TR-like PECs does not occur in the systems under these conditions. In this region, the polyanion can accept the extended conformation.
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Thus, our analysis has shown that depending on T and Nc, the formed PECs have
various conformations. Tori and "plaits"-like complexes are more stable. The double torus
and TR-shape conformations are metastable states. At low temperatures, the collapse transition of these structures can be observed. This result is in agreement with the experimental
data about conformational state of DNA complexes [103,104,117]. Besides, the results of calculations show that tori with different radii are formed. It means that not only the nature of
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PE (rigidity or flexibility), but also the electrostatic interaction define the geometrical sizes of
final complexes. This fact accords with recent experimental studies of systems of DNAspermidin [138].
Therefore, it is possible to control the self-assembly process and the conformation of
resulting aggregates by varying chain length of condensing agents, temperature and solvent
quality. There are a series of papers in which well-defined aggregates have also been observed based on theoretically predicted state diagrams, by modifying only one parameter of
the system [34,36,139].
II.4

Conclusions.
The structure and stability of complexes formed by oppositely charged rigid-chain

macromolecules, as well as their response to variation in external conditions, were studied
using the molecular dynamics method. The conditions of conformational transitions depending on the chain length and configuration, temperature, and dielectric permittivity of the medium were considered. It was shown that the chains involved in a complex may take various
conformations of the torus, tennis racket, etc. types.
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Chapter III.

Molecular Bottle Brushes in a Solution of Semiflexible
Polyelectrolytes and Block Copolymers with
Oppositely Charged Blocks.

III.1

Introduction.
Ionic self-assembly through noncovalent electrostatic interactions give advantages

over chemical synthesis where it does not involve complicated preparative procedures, equilibrium structures can often be realized, and adaptive rearrangement of the structure may be
possible if the external conditions (e.g., solvent, temperature, or pH) are changed. In addition,
self-assembled structures, in general, can self-repair and self-optimize, as the relevant structural bonds are reversible. Charge density and charge strength result in variable long-range
electrostatic interactions, which are mainly responsible for the physicochemical properties of
PECs and their peculiarities in aqueous solution. However, the typical properties of PECs do
not depend exclusively on the electrostatic forces. Many of their solution properties are due
to a complex interplay between short-range hydrophobic attraction, long-range Coulomb effects, and the entropic degrees of freedom. The balance of these factors determines the solubility and equilibrium conformation of PECs in water. Differences between the flexibility of
charged polymer chains and, especially, a molecular architecture also play an important role.
In recent years, much attention has been focused on the complexes formed by rigidchain PEs with the so-called double-hydrophilic block copolymers (DHBC). These copolymers consist of two water-soluble blocks where one (charged) block can interact with an oppositely charged polyelectrolyte and the other (neutral) block just provides water solubility
and these polymers serve as a tool to provide nanometer sized building blocks for further
self-assembly into complex structures (Table 2) [140,141]. This type of charge complexation is
especially interesting for DNA or oligonucleotide delivery [142,143]. In addition, DHBCs
were recently identified as highly active additives for inorganic crystallization [144]. DHBCs
were also used for the preparation of nanosized metal particles and for nanoparticle stabilization in water [145]. The range of supramolecular architectures for numerous PEC systems using DHBCs is extremely wide and can be further extended by the combination of DHBCs
with surfactants [140].
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Table 2. Blocks used in DHBCs and their functions.
Block

Stucture

Remarks

Solvating blocks
Poly(ethylene oxide)

Dihydroxypropyl methacrylate

Temperature responsive
block, hydrophilic at Т ≤
80оС, strong hydrated,
mainly non-interacting
with substrates
Hydrophilic, mainly
noninteracting with substrate

Poly(vinyl alcohol)

Hydrophilic, mainly
noninteracting with substrate

Poly(vinyl ether)s

Temperature responsive
block

Poly[(oligoethylene glycol)methacrylate]

Hydrophilic, salt responsive block

Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)

Temperature responsive
block,
hydrophilic at
Т < 30,9оС
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Poly(4-vinyl benzyl alcohol)

Funktional Blocks
Polycationic
Poly(2-vinylpyridine) in quaternized form

Hydrophilic, mainly
noninteracting with substrate

Strong polyelectrolyte,
very hydrophilic, R = H,
Me, Et, Bz; X = Br, I

Poly(4-vinylpyridine) in quaternized form

Strong polyelectrolyte,
very hydrophilic, R = H,
Me, Et, Bz; X = Br, I

Poly(aminoethyl methacrylate)

Polyelectrolyte,
R = CH3,
R = C2H5,
R = CH3-CH-CH3

Poly(2-ethyloxazoline)
Poly(2-methyloxazoline)

Polyelectrolyte, R = CH3,
C2H5

Poly[4-(N,N-dimethylamino
methylstyrene]

Polyelectrolyte

Polyanionic
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Poly(methacrylic acid)
Poly(acrylic acid)

Polyelectrolyte, R = H,
Me

Poly(styrene sulfonic acid)

Strong polyelectrolyte,
very hydrophilic, also
Na, K-salts

Poly(vinyloxy-4- butyric acid)

Polyelectrolyte, hydrophilic, also Na-salts

Poly(sodium 4-vinylbenzoate)

Polyelectrolyte, pH responsive, as Na-salt

Typical examples of electrically neutral water-soluble blocks in DHBCs are
poly(ethylene oxide), poly(vinyl ether), and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide). Cationic blocks
can be poly(2-vinylpyridine), poly(4-vinylpyridine), and poly(aminoethyl methacrylate). Examples of anionic blocks are polyacrylic and poly(styrene sulfonate) blocks (Table 2) [140].
DHBC macromolecules with ionizable groups do not self assemble in water; they behave as normal polymers or polyelectrolytes and do not exhibit the properties of amphiphiles. In particular, they are incapable to form micelles. However, the presence of oppositely
charged PEs in DHBC solutions can lead to different forms of self-assembly owing to strong
electrostatic interactions. Depending on concentration, either stoichiometric or nonstoichiometric complexes are formed [140]. The schematic structure of these complexes is
shown in Fig. 16.
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Figure 16. Schematic representation PEC formation and (a) nonstoichiometric complex and
(b) stoichiometric complex.
The nonstoichiometric complexes are usually well soluble in water. The stoichiometric
(or equimolar) complexes, as a rule, are sparingly soluble in water but dissolve in organic
solvents of low polarity forming in many cases well-defined supramolecular structures. The
insoluble complexes concentrate in liquid coacervate droplets that further coalesce and phase
separate to form a separate coacervate layer. One of the attractive features of the stoichiometric PECs is the simplicity of their synthesis, which simplifies the "fine-tuning" of the resulting
structures. In most experimental studies dealing with the properties of such systems, different morphologies of complexes were observed [146-154]. However, many details of their
structure and formation are poorly understood at the nanometer scale.
The electrostatic-driven aggregation processes in PE solutions are usually explored
in the presence of small spherical counterions or oppositely charged homopolymers
[3,155,156]. However, one anticipates that the chemical structure of charged DHBC heteropolymers should crucially affect the final structure of PECs. Thus, the question of how to
control the spatial organization of PECs formed in an aqueous solution of charged polymers
by means of chemical modification of oppositely charged species is of great importance. This
fact motivates intensive experimental [157-160] and theoretical studies of the DHBC-based
PECs [161]. In addition, considerable effort has recently been directed toward the computer
simulation of model PECs with the purposes of obtaining a basic understanding of the
mechanism of self-assembly [162-167]. Kramarenko et al. have developed the theory of complex formation in a salt-free solution of flexible-chain polyelectrolytes and DHBCs [161].
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Their model describes the process of micelle formation as an association-dissociation reaction
[168]. It was assumed that the length of neutral hydrophilic block of DHBC, NB, is larger than
the one of charged block, NC ( N B >> N C >> 1 ), while the length of oppositely charged polyelectrolyte is Np < NC. In this case, spherical ionic micelles with nearly fully neutralized core
are stable. This theoretical prediction is in agreement with experimental observations [159]. It
should be stressed that for rigid polyelectrolytes with long chain, when N p >> N C >> 1 and
NB ≈ NC, the mechanism of self-assembly and the morphology of the DHBC-based PECs can
be different. As it will be shown below, precisely this conclusion springs out results of computer simulation.
There are a number of studies where computer simulations of complexes composed of
a single flexible-chain polyelectrolyte and surfactants were carried out [162-166]. It is known
that environmental changes or external stimuli can cause drastic changes in conformation
and molecular assembly of the polymer-surfactant aggregates due to the noncovalent bond
and large difference of polarity between polymer and surfactant [152]. In particular, Groot
has studied the formation of a polymer-surfactant complex in bulk solution using dissipative
particle dynamics simulation of a system containing polymer, surfactant, and water [162] Using a Monte Carlo method, von Ferber and Löwen have simulated the formation of molecular
bottle-brush architectures of the resulting PE-surfactant complex [163]. Depending on the hydrophilic–hydrophobic balance of the surfactants, the formation of spherical micelles or
comb-shaped micelle complexes having an extended conformation was observed [163,164].
The comblike structure of complexes, which is the most probable in the case of bonding of
charged ionic surfactants to a PE chain, was found to be in many respects similar to the one
well-known for an electrically neutral cylindrical polymer brush [152]. Since the side chains
are noncovalently connected with the main chain in the comblike complex, the properties or
phase behavior in the comblike polymer-surfactant complexes should be much different from
those of the covalently bonded comblike polymers. Neutral comb-shaped associates are also
formed during the addition of side chains to the backbone by virtue of strong hydrogen
bonding [153,169,170]. The conformation of these complexes becomes more extended with an
increase in the linear density of attached side chains. This phenomenon has been studied for
cylindrical brushes [171]. Using Monte Carlo simulations and the lattice bond-fluctuation
model, Kramarenko et al. have studied the conformational behavior of comb polymers in the
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strong segregation regime for neutral side chains [172]. Such a system may be considered a
coarse-grained model of a stoichiometric PECs. However, the role of electrostatic effects and
charge complexation was not studied. Recently, Komarov et al. have simulated the formation
of PECs in a dilute salt-free solution of rodlike polyanions in the presence of anisotropic
(chain) cations consisting of neutral tails and charged heads [173,174]. Within the framework
of the primitive electrolyte model, different Coulomb coupling regimes were considered. In
the strong coupling limit, the formation of ribbonlike nanostructures was observed. At strong
electrostatic interaction, the system was found to undergo the self-organization resulting in
the formation of planar aggregates that looks like a "ladder" of polyanions sandwiched between cationic chains. Winkler et al. have carried out a molecular dynamics simulation of the
complex formation for systems with two flexible, oppositely charged polymer chains [175].
The objective of this Chapter is to simulate the self-assembly processes caused by
strong electrostatic interactions in solutions containing semiflexible PE chains and flexiblechain DHBCs with an oppositely charged block. Semiflexible PE is characterized by its bending stiffness and linear charge density. The formation of stoichiometric PE-DHBC complexes
is simulated in both a dilute and a semidilute solution
III.2

Model of System and Simulation Procedure.
The simulated systems were composed of polymers of two types: strongly charged

Np-unit polyanions and DBHC copolymers with a cationic block (of length NC) and a neutral
block (of length NB). In this study we assume that NC = NB. The linear charge density of cationic DHBC blocks was fixed at a value e/σ (zC = 1) while the linear polyanion charge density
Lq is varied in the range from e/σ to 8e/σ with σ being the monomer size.
It should be borne in mind that a single monomeric unit of the model chains corresponds to a group of atoms or a segment of a real polymer; therefore, its charge can be substantially greater than the elementary charge. In order to map the chosen value of Lq to some
suitable real system, let us consider double helix DNA. Its diameter is about 20 Å. The chain
fragment of such length, which can be considered as an effective monomeric unit, includes ≈6
bp and therefore its effective charge is 2e×20/3.4 = 11.7e/monomer at the maximal possible
degree of dissociation of two charges per base pair of size 3.4 Å.
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For computational efficiency, chains with relatively short length, Np = 64 and NC = NB
= 8, were used for the simulations The cubic computational box contained np polyanions (total number of negatively charged chain beads is npNp) and nDHBC = np(Np/NC)(zp/zC) positively
charged diblock copolymers to ensure electroneutrality of the system and stoichiometry of
the formed PECs. The entire system of np polyanions plus nDHBC diblocks was enclosed in a
periodic box with side length Lbox = 100 and volume V = L3box . The number density of the
polyanion beads, ρ = n p N p / V , was varied from ~ 10−4 σ −3 (salt-free dilute polyelectrolyte solution) to 2.2 × 10 −3 σ −3 (semidilute solution). It should be noted that neglecting the electrostatic screening due to salt means that in the simulation, the Debye-Hückel screening length
λD is comparable to the simulation box size. In this case, the ionic strength for a polyelectro-

lyte solution is as low as 10-5 to 10-6 M. This is only slightly higher than pure water. Such ionic
strengths, which are typical for many experimental studies involving the salt-free solutions of
charged rigid macromolecules, can be achieved using deionization and electrochemical dialysis techniques (see, e.g., Ref. [176]). For example, light scattering studies on solutions of
charged rodlike fd virus at very low ionic strength (~10-6) [176] showed that the experimental
values for the scattering vector fit very well to Monte Carlo simulations of highly coupled
systems in the low-salt limit [177]. Although the present simulation describes aggregation
processes in a salt-free solution, we expect it to be applicable in the wider range of salt concentrations, where the average concentration of DHBC copolymers in the aggregates exceeds
considerably the one in the bulk of the solution. As we will see, this is indeed the case for PEDHBC complexes. Also, we would like to emphasize that at present there is no satisfactory
theory for strongly charged systems at very low salt concentrations.
III.3

Results and Discussion.
First, the structural properties of single PE-DHBC complexes in a dilute solution were

studied. It is clear that for zero Bjerrum length, there are no charge interactions in the system
and everything is governed by excluded volume; hence the chains behave like a swollen coil
in a good solvent. Figure 17 shows typical snapshots of polyelectrolyte complexes formed at
a sufficiently low temperature T = 0.5, which correspond to lB = 2. From analysis of these
data, it may be concluded that practically complete binding of block copolymers to the oppositely charged chains takes place under these conditions, leading to the formation of
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stoichiometric PE-DHBC complexes. It is also seen that the structure of the complexes is
strongly dependent on the value of charge on the polyanion chain. At small values of Lq the
complex has a nonregular bent brush configuration in which the polycation blocks and the
polyanion chain are wound round each other and linked together by electrostatic attraction,
while neutral DHBC blocks are exposed to the solvent (Fig. 17а).

Figure 17. Snapshots of cylindrical ionic micelles at lB = 2
and Lq = (a) 2e/σ, (b) 4e/σ, and
(c) 8e/σ. The yellow sticks depict the polyanion chain; lightgray and red sticks represent
positively charged and neutral
sections of DHBC chains, respectively.

Under these conditions, when Lq ~ 1 and lB is sufficiently large, the local structure
formed oppositely charged chains resembles a double helix, which is schematically shown in
Fig. 18а. However, the chains do not form perfect helices. Very similar strictures were observed by Winkler et al. [175] who studied the complex formation in systems with two oppositely charged flexible chains, and by Jeon and Dobrynin [178], who simulated complexation
between polyelectrolyte and polyampholyte chains.
When the strength of electrostatic interactions increases but the linear charge density
is not too large (Lq <
~ 4e/σ), the cationic sections of DHBC chains tend to be stretched and
aligned along the polyanions. This complex structure, schematically depicted in Fig. 18b, allows maximizing the electrostatic attraction between oppositely charged sections of the polyanion and copolymers while at the same time minimizing the electrostatic repulsion between
positively charged monomer units of the copolymers. As Lq further increases, the polyanion
binds a larger number of DHBC chains. Visual inspection of the recorded structures indicates
that the polyanion chain is extended under these conditions; clearly, a cylindrical bottlebrush architecture due to strongly attractive ion-pair interaction is visible (Fig. 17c). At the
same time, due to strong steric conflicts between positively charged beads densely packed at
the surface of the polyanion backbone, the cationic sections of DHBC chains crumple at small
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length scales and show a tendency to wind around the polyanion, thus forming a solenoidlike conformation in which neighboring turns repel each other (see the scheme in Fig. 18с).
Globally, however, perfect solenoid structure is destroyed by thermal fluctuations.

Figure 18. Schematic representation
of (a) helix-like, (b) elongated, and
(c) solinoid-like conformations.

The quantitative information about the change in each chain's conformation as they
form a complex can be obtained by analyzing the mean-square end-to-end distance R2. Figure
19 depicts the R2 value calculated for polyanion chains as a function of lB for different values
of Lq. As expected, the chain size increases with increasing Lq and lB (or, vice versa, with decreasing temperature). On the one hand, this increase can be related to the growth of negative
charge on the chain so that the chain is stiffened electrostatically. However, as follows from
the snapshots (Fig. 17) and charge distribution functions (see below), practically complete
neutralization of opposite charges is attained in the complexes under the given conditions.
This is due to low translational entropy of DHBC chains, which allows them to readily bind
to the polyanion chain even at a relatively high temperature or small Bjerrum lengths. Consequently, the influence of electrostatic repulsion between uncompensated negative charges
during the formation of extended conformations should be very insignificant because in the
condensed state screening is present.
Therefore, we can conclude that the behavior of cylindrical PE-DHBC complexes having the polyanion as their backbone is basically determined by steric repulsion between the
block copolymers linked to the polyanion chain through ionically attached charged DHBC
sections.
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Note that polyelectrolyte chains, both flexible and semirigid ones, in the presence of
small counterions exhibit a different behavior [179]. They start to collapse at certain electrostatic interaction strength due to counterion condensation.
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The mechanism responsible for the collapse is related to the effective dipolar attraction among different ionic pairs formed in the condensed state. For the PE-DHBC systems,
the charge density of the chains is very large and leads to the complex formation even at very
weak Coulomb interaction. For example, for Lq = e/σ we observe the formation of ionic aggregates even at lB ≈ 0.2. This electrostatic interaction strength is by far too small to lead to a
condensation of spherical monovalent counterions on a PE chain [179]. Oppositely charged
flexible-chain polyelectrolytes also exhibit a collapse and dense structures are formed for sufficiently large interaction strengths. When the Coulomb interaction is strong enough, collapsed structures were found for all chain lengths [175]. Polarization-induced attractive interactions between flexible polyelectrolyte and polyampholyte chains also lead to the formation
of collapsed structures [178]. As has been mentioned above, rigid-chain polyelectrolytes can
collapse in the presence of small counterions to form toroidal structures [180]. On the other
hand as it appears from performed calculation, the condensation of long diblocks on the
polyelectrolyte backbone leads to complexes with a molecular bottle-brush architecture for
which the Coulomb collapse is significantly blocked by the excluded volume of the DHBC
solvophilic tails causing a more elongated conformation of the complex.
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It is reasonable to expect that in the ionic PE-DHBC complex, the persistence length
(Kuhn segment) of the polyanion chain will increase owing to steric interactions between
bound diblocks. Indeed, our calculation shows a growth in the persistence length lр (Eq. 1.14)
with increasing Bjerrum length or/and polyanion charge density Lq (Fig. 20).
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As it has been noted above, the equilibrium stiffness of a single polyanion chain depends on temperature (or Bjerrum length). However, this effect is weakly pronounced for
relatively small Lq <
~ 2e/σ. Indeed, at Lq = e/σ and 2e/σ an increase in lB leads only to an insignificant growth in lр. At Lq ≥ 4e/σ, the effect of chain stiffening becomes very strong. Figure 20 shows that lр also increases at a constant Bjerrum length when the polyanion charge
density increases. For lB > 10 the persistent length is independent of the strength of electrostatic interaction within the accuracy of our simulation. Under these conditions, the plateaulike regime is clearly present. Thus, the stiffening effect observed for the PE-DHBC complexes
emerges mainly due to the specific structural features of the DHBC chains: the combination
of charged and neutral blocks promotes both the formation of PE complexes and stericalymediated stiffening of the polyanion chain in the complexes.
Additional data that confirm the observed effect of the complexation-induced steric
stiffening of a polyanion chain can be obtained through analyzing the order parameter η,
which characterizes the relative orientation of bond vectors b in a chain. The value of η is determined by the largest eigenvalue of the symmetrical matrix with the elements:
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ητυ =
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N p −1
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⎡ bi(, jτ)bi( +j )1, υ
⎤
− δτυ ⎥
⎢3
2
b
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(3.1)

where τ, υ = x, y, z; np is the number of polyanion chains in the system; bi,τ and bi+1,υ are the
projections of neighboring (in the chain) bond vectors b of the jth polyanions on the τ and υ
axes, respectively; and δτυ is the Kronecker delta. Note that averaging in Equation 3.1 is performed independently for every chain of the system. The η function can have a value between 1 indicating parallel orientation of bonds and -0.5 indicating perpendicular orientation.
Figure 21 shows the orientational order parameter as a function of the Bjerrum length for a
few values of Lq. In general, we observe an increase in the orientational order parameter as
the strength of electrostatic interactions increases. As the value of Lq is larger, the the observed effect is stronger.
An analysis of the snapshots (Fig. 17) shows that during the formation of PE complexes, considerable conformational changes in block copolymers also take place. Figure 22
2

presents the mean-square end-to-end distance RC , calculated for charged DHBC sections as a
function of the Bjerrum length lB. It is seen that in the range lB

>~

, the value of

RC2

increases

with increasing lB, which indicates the elongation of the charged blocks.
This behavior suggests that flexible positively charged blocks tend to arrange themselves along the polyanion chain in the extended conformation during the complexation.
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Figure 21. Orientational order parameter for the polyanion
bonds as a function of
Bjerrum length at Lq =
e/σ, 4e/σ, and 8e/σ.
Error bars indicate the
statistical deviations.
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As it has been noted, with increasing the strength of electrostatic interaction (when the
linear charge density is fixed at relatively small Lq

<~

4e/σ) , charged half of the copolymer

chain is almost perfectly aligned parallel to the polyanion chain forming a train section, while
the other neutral half forms a tail. For larger Lq, charged copolymer sections begin to crumple
and form turns around the polyanion backbone. Such a behavior is presented in Fig. 18. Fig2
ure 22 shows that for lB >
~ 3, the values of RC found at Lq = 4e/σ exceed those observed at Lq

= 8e/σ. Such a behavior is explained in terms of competition between the electrostatic attraction of unlike charged units and steric repulsion of blocks on the surface of the polyanion
chain. Indeed, the higher the charge on polyanion units induces the greater the number of
positively charged blocks which can be accommodated in the complex. Hence, a growth in Lq
increases the local density of positively charged units near the anion chain, thus creating
steric hindrance to their packing. As a result, positively charged blocks begin to wrinkle and
to wind the polyanion chain (this behavior is clearly illustrated in Fig. 17c).
A measure of the local organization of oppositely charged monomer units in polyelectrolyte complexes is a pair correlation function g + − (r ) , which characterizes the spatial distribution of positive and negative charges.
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As an example, Fig. 23 presents a function g + − (r ) , calculated at Lq = 8e/σ for three
different Bjerrum lengths. It is seen that g + − ( r ) exhibits almost regular damping oscillations
even at a relatively small lB. An increase in the strength of electrostatic interactions enhances
the local ordering of the complex and indicate a strong aggregation of the oppositely charged
chain beads. On the length scale of few monomer units densely packed structures are formed.
A similar behavior was observed for compact clusters composed from two oppositely
charged chains [175].
Note that the aforementioned stiffening of the polyanion chain is also due to steric
repulsion between solvophilic uncharged copolymer blocks. The fact of polymer chain stiffening as a consequence of non-covalent interactions between neutral blocks is well known.
There are a number of experimental and theoretical confirmations of this effect for electrically
neutral cylindrical polymer brushes [171], and comblike complexes [163,164,181-183].
Effective polyanion-chain stiffening at the complexation with oppositely charged
block copolymers allows to make a conclusion that this behavior can be responsible for various self-organization processes in the system. In particular, there are grounds to believe that
a rise in the polyanion rigidity and, hence, an increase in the shape anisotropy of the complex
must facilitate the orientational ordering of ionic micelles in solution. Thus, we may speak
about two levels of hierarchy of the self-organization process: the lower level is associated
with the formation of individual ionic micelles and the upper level can involve their spatial
ordering.
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To study the self-assembly of micellar complexes, we simulated a semidilute solution
with a number density of monomer units of ρ = 2.2 × 10 −3 σ −3 at Lq = 8e/σ. A quantitative
characteristic of the ordering process is the collective order parameter η defined by the equation:

ητυ =

1
2n p ( N p − 1)

n p N p −1

∑∑
j =1 i =1

⎡ bi(, τj )bi( +j )1, υ
⎤
− δτυ ⎥
⎢3
2
b
⎢⎣
⎥⎦

(3.2)

Note that as distinct from Eq. 3.1, averaging in Eq. 3.2 is performed for every pair PE
chains presented in the system. Figure 24 shows the order parameter as a function of Bjerrum
length. It is seen that η does not exceed 0.4 at lB

<~

0.5. When lB > 0.5, the value of η rapidly

grows with increasing the strength of electrostatic interactions. At lB ≈ 1 the order parameter
indicates a sharp transition from a disordered state to an orientationally ordered state, which
arises by spontaneous symmetry breaking. Such a behavior indicates the formation of a
nematic liquid-crystalline phase in the system of strongly interacting ionic micelles, the process is accompanied by the additional extension of polyanion chains.
Visual inspection of recorded snapshots shows that ionic micelles do not aggregate in
a solution, retaining their morphological integrity. The aggregation is impeded by two factors. First and foremost, there is strong steric repulsion between electrically neutral solvophilic shells consisting of DHBC sections which densely cover micelle cores built up from the
polyelectrolyte backbone with condensed charged DHBC sections. Due to the fact these coreshell cylindrical brushes are size- and shape-persistent objects; they should maintain their
morphological integrity even in rather concentrated solutions where large-scale aggregation
is prevented. Second, there is electrostatic repulsion between individual micelles at any nonzero temperature owing to the possibility of spontaneous breaking of stoichiometry of the
complexes: when temperature is not too low (or the Bjerrum length is not too large), a part of
DHBC molecules is not strongly linked to polyanion chains, thus making ionic micelles negatively charged on average and causing their mutual repulsion (for more detail, see Ref [156]).
Our simulation results are in agreement with available experimental data. Gohy et. al.
studied the morphology of water-soluble interpolyelectrolyte complexes formed by poly(2vinylpyridine)-block-poly(ethylene

oxide)

(P2VP-b-PEO)

diblocks

and

poly(4-

styrenesulfonate) (PSS) polyanions [184].
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Figure 24. Collective orientational order parameter for the polyanion bonds as a function of Bjerrum length at Lq = 8e/σ and ρ ≅ 2.2 × 10 −3 σ −3 (a);
(b) and (c) – snapshots of ionic micelle systems at lB.0.33 and 2, respectively.
Aqueous solutions of P2VP-b-PEO diblocks were mixed with aqueous solutions of
PSS, such that the final number of polyanionic and polycationic chains in the resulting complex was the same. The morphology of these PE-DHBC complexes was analyzed by transmission electron microscopy. It was found that they can have a rod-like shape and also can arrange themselves into isolated and more or less extensively extended buckle-like structures.
Such supramolecular assemblies are composed of a solvophobic core, arising as a result of
charge neutralization upon complexation, surrounded and stabilized by a solvophilic shell
[184]. The formation of such complexes can be explained by the force balance of three factors:
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(i) the stretching of the core-forming blocks, (ii) the surface tension between the micelle core
and the solvent outside the core, and (iii) the intershell-chain interactions [185]. Extended
ionic micelles from DNA and PEO-block-PLys were visualized by AFM [186]. These watersoluble PEs were found to be stoichiometric, with hydrophilic PEO block forming the micelle
shell. Similar results were reported for PEO-block-PLys/oligonucleotide complexes under
physiological conditions [160]. These observations are consistent with these simulations.
III.4

Conclusion.

Complexation in solutions of strongly charged polyelectrolytes and diblock copolymers composed of oppositely charged and neutral blocks were studied using the molecular
dynamics method. Stoichiometric micellar complexes formed in a dilute solution represent
cylindrical brushes whose conformation is determined by the linear charge density on the
polyelectrolyte and by temperature. As the concentration of macromolecules increases, the
orientational ordering of anisotropic ionic micelles takes place. The complexation can induce
the stiffening of the polyelectrolyte chain.
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Chapter IV.

Network Structures in Solutions of
Rigid-Chain Polyelectrolytes.

IV.1

Introduction.
Many synthetic and natural macromolecules are capable of forming branched struc-

tures and networks [188-190]. Such reversible structures can emerge upon change in external
conditions (e.g., with variation in the pH and ionic strength of solution, temperature, solvent
composition, etc.) They also appear in the presence of substances that have an effect on specific interactions between macromolecules (hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, coordination bonds, π-π stacking). Networks or stacks of rodlike macromolecules, such as Factin, DNA, and other highly charged polyelectrolyte chains (tobacco mosaic virus, fd-virus),
are stabilized by condensed multivalent ions, polyamines, positively charged polypeptides,
and proteins with positively charged domains [20,188,191-193]. For example, both structure
and dynamics of actin bundles are strongly regulated by interaction with actin-binding proteins in living cell [194]. Some actin-binding proteins, such as Ena/VASP, calponin, and dystrophin induce the formation of actin architectures to be bound to actin by electrostatic interactions [195,196].
A relatively high rigidity of polyelectrolyte molecules provides opportunity for the
formation of three-dimensional networks or bundles [189]. For flexible-chain polymers, multivalent ions can cause their collapse [87,93]. In the case of semirigid chains, various compact
conformations (tori, cylinders, tennis racket structures) form [101,197,198], as has been discussed in Chapter II.
Effective attraction between likely charged polyelectrolytes was revealed rather
long ago [199,200]. This interaction plays a key role in various biological processes, such as
compaction of DNA and formation of filaments that compose the cytoskeleton. The fact that
an attraction is observed in a variety of rigid PEs and counterions (organic and inorganic) indicates that specific interactions like hydrogen bonding do not determine the behavior of
such structures. Therefore, the mechanism of network formation can mainly be due to electrostatic interactions. However, in the systems with strong electrostatic interactions (containing, e.g., strongly charged surfaces or multivalent ions) the physics may be different. The interactions between PEs can be controlled by the structure and charge of condensed ions sur-
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rounding PE chains. It has been shown that mean-field Poisson-Boltzmann approach [201]
does not explain the effective attraction since in the model the correlations between counterions are not taken into consideration [202]. It was proposed by Kirkwood [203] and was
shown by Oosawa [200] by means of approximate analytical model that the attraction between like-charged PEs is possible due to correlated fluctuations of condensed ionic layers
around the strongly charged cylindrical chains. Recently, certain anionic biopolymers having
the persistence length at 1µm or more (e.g., filaments of bacteriophages, microtubules, Factin, etc.) have been used as a research system for studying such attraction [20,193]. Because
of large persistence length (Table 1) these rigid-chain polymers can be considered as idealized rod-like PEs. Based on these systems, a large set of new effects has been demonstrated.
For example, in the presence of divalent ions, the actin filaments are condensed to closely
packed bundles, but liquid crystal network composed by 1D-lamellar stacks is an intermediate state in the structure formation [204].
The next interesting experimental observation consists in that the charge-mediated attraction typically does not lead to macroscopic phase separation. In this regard this “effective
attraction” is different from usual attraction, e.g., solvophobic attraction which leads to phase
separation at a sufficiently high concentration of solution. Moreover, the polyelectrolyte
chains exhibit a tendency to form of closely packed aggregates with well-defined thickness
[205,206].
The question was raised as to whether counterions can induce an attraction between
like-charged chains was repeatedly investigated in many theoretical studies, because as already mentioned above, in mean-field classical theory the like-charged objects always repel
from each other [207].
Using the integral-equation theory, it was shown that an effective attraction between
charged spheres [208] and surfaces appears in the presence of multivalent counterions
[209,210]. Today, there are several approaches to the theoretical description of attraction. A
simple physical explanation of such interaction (static concept) is given in Refs. [211-214]. At
low temperatures, condensed counterions form Wigner crystals near charged surfaces. Effective attraction between likely charged rods decreases as temperature increases and the crystal
melts [212]. In the case of rodlike counterions, ideas of this kind were developed on the basis
of an exactly solved model [214,215]. Another mechanism (dynamic concept) assumes the existence of correlated fluctuations of counterions [199,200,198, 216,217]. It was shown [200] that
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the density fluctuations of opposite charges in the vicinity to a polyelectrolyte chain lead to
short-range attraction, which can overcome electrostatic repulsion under certain conditions.
This attraction is askin to van der Waals attraction. It is enhanced with a decrease in temperature, since the effective interchain interaction dominates over thermal fluctuations. Dispersion forces and hydrophobic effects may also facilitate the association of macromolecules
[199,205, 219-221].
It was found that the transition from dilute regime to dense regime is the first-order
phase transition and is similar to isotropic-nematic transition in the system of semirigid
chains, where the chains are extended and orientationally ordered at large solution concentration. However, in the latter case it takes place owing to translation entropy gain which induces this transition, whereas in the case at question the transition is caused by competition
between binding energy and electrostatic repulsion between like-charged chains [204].
As has already been mentioned, the aggregation of charged polymers was experimentally revealed for F-actin, rodlike viruses, and microtubes [20,193,222-230]. In all discussed
instances when the concentration of condensing agents was sufficiently large, polyelectrolyte
macromolecules were associated into various structures; e.g., hypercrosslinked networks and
parallel “bundles”. The subsequent experiments with such objects revealed that the general
properties of the aggregates agree well with theoretical predictions, and the main cause of the
formation of such complexes is determined by the polyelectrolyte nature of actin [20]. Tang
and Janmey [20] also showed that the formation of network structures from polymer bundles
in most cases may result from steric hindrances while network cross-links frequently appear
in the random way. The role of arisen cross-links in gelation processes have been described in
detail in Ref. [231].
Attraction that effectively arises between likely charged rigid-chain PEs as well as the
conditions of formation and stability of produced branched structures and networks was
studied by computer simulation methods [28, 232-234].
However, it is still unclear how counterions affect the properties of the condensed
polyelectrolyte phase and the structural evolution of aggregates containing rigid charged
chains. The influence of external parameters (e.g., temperature or solvent) on the stability and
morphology of aggregates, likewise, has been studied to an insufficient extent. Thus, studying the behavior of PE chains in solution with multiply charged ions by means of molecular
dynamics seems to be of topical interest.
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IV.2

Description of Model and Simulation Procedure.
In this Chapter the theoretical study of non-covalently linked structures and the net-

works formed in solutions of rigid-chain PEs and low-molecular multivalent counterions will
be presented. The stability of network structures depending on charge value of counterions
will be considered.
As a model, a salt-free solution composed of polyanion chains (with the number of
chains n = 50 and a chain length of N = 32) with the fixed value of charge on each monomer
unit was considered. The monomer units of the polyanion are connected with one another by
rigid links of a fixed unit length.
The potential energy of the system was written as (2.1). The volume interactions, electrostatic term, as well as PE chain rigidity were modeled by means of potentials described in
the methodical part of Chapter II.
Charges qi on polyions and counterions expressed in the unit charge units e had values of qi = -1 for the polyanion and +1, +2, +4 for cations. The solvent was considered as a
continuum with a prescribed viscosity (γ0 = 1), whose value ensured that the temperature remains constant within the limits of (±5%). The number density of polymer units was

ρ = 7.3 × 10−2 σ −3 . This value corresponds to a semidilute solution of semirigid chains.
The main calculation parameters were the temperature Т and the valence of counterions qi. For each set of parameters, the system was equilibrated over 2×106 time steps. The step
of integration was equal ∆t = 0.01. The data averaging was carried out during 2×106 steps.
The computations were executed in normalized units; the length was measured in σ, the energy in ε and temperature Т in ε/kB.
IV.3

Results and Discussion.
Most calculations were performed for conditions what assumed strong electrostatic

interactions and provided the condensation of counterions on macromolecules in the system.
A decrease in temperature or permittivity of medium enhanced the electrostatic interaction.
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IV.3.1

Characterization of Single Chains in Network Structure.
The temperature dependences of the mean-square radius of gyration of chains R2g and

the order parameter η are shown in Figs. 25 and 26, respectively. As usual, the value η is determined by largest eigenvalue of symmetric matrix with elements (3.2).
It is seen that both quantities have a maximum in the range 0.2≤ Т ≤0.25 ( T2* ) and 0.4 ≤
Т ≤ 0.5 ( T4* ) for qi = +2 and +4, respectively. This implies that the chains attain their maximal
extension and degree of orientation at these temperatures. The systems demonstrate of nonmonotonic dependence of R2g and η on strength of electrostatic interaction.
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single polyanion chain as a function of temperature at qi = +2 (1) and qi = +4 (2).
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Figure 26. Change in the order parameter of the
system with temperature: qi = +2 (1) and qi = +4
(2).

Kwon et al. [235] have also observed an extremal dependence of size of formed aggregates (Fig. 27) on electrostatic interaction that was varied by addition of electrolyte. It is seen
that these experimental data are well correlated with the results of performed calculations.
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Average size of aggregate, µм

3
4
2

1

Figure 27. Average size of polycation-actin complexes at various
concentration of added electrolyte
(KCl), Cs(M).
1 – 0М, 2 – 10-6М, 3 - 10-5М,
4 - 10-2М, 5 - 10-1М are concentration of polycation solution [235].

At large temperatures, i.e. low Bjerrum lengths, many counterions are found in solution, and PE chains remain strongly charged. Another extreme case is a very-low temperature. In this case, practically all counterions are condensed. As a result, the aggregate charge
is close to zero. These results agree with the data of theoretical study of hydrophobicmodified poly(p-phenylele sulphonate) [28,236] and experimental observations [237].

Figure 28. Network superstructure formed Figure 29. Structure formed at Т = 0.1 in a
at Т = 0.4 in a rodlike-polyelectrolyte solu- rodlike-polyelectrolyte solution at qi = +4.
Counterions are not shown.
tion at qi = +4. Counterions are not shown.
From the analysis of snapshots (Figs. 28 and 29), it follows that at T * (εr =1) the
network structures consist of polymer bundles. In these bundles, the macromolecules are locally ordered in a parallel manner, i.e. anisotropic units are formed. Such anisotropic growth
mechanism of actin bundles was also observed in experiment. The conception of anisotropic
growth was proposed by Kwon et al. [238]. It should be noted that obtained sharp structural
transition is very important because it may be responsible for self-assembly/destruction dy-
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namics of actin, which is bioactive substance and serves for cell displacement, adhesion and
cytokinesis.
At a lower temperature, a structure composed of chains with arc-like conformation
appears (Fig. 29). At low temperatures (in a poor solvent or in the presence of a condensing
agent), rigid-chain polymers usually take torus-like conformation, as has been shown in
Chapter II. In our case, each chain is a part of a united aggregate (network). Therefore, such
connectivity impedes the complete collapse of single chains. As a result, we do not observe
the formation of torus-like chain conformations, but we observe a tendency to form such conformations.
The conformational transitions of actin associates are also known in the experiment
[238]. Typical morphologies of polymer-actin complexes in phases I, II, III, IV, and V as observed by TEM images and fluorescence images are shown in Fig. 30. In phase I, actin bundles do not grow. In phase II, the native F-actin and polymer-actin complexes coexist. The
polymer-actin complexes are divisible into the cross-linked structures (III), the branchedstructures (IV), and parallel-bundles (V) as shown in Fig. 30. According to our results, the
formed structures (Figs. 28, 29) correspond to the so-called III and IV morphologies which
were observed experimentally (Fig. 30) [238].
It should be pointed out that the energy of the system rapidly decreases when the
network structure begins to form (Fig. 31). At Т > 0.6 and 0.8 (for qi = +2 and +4, respectively)
the chains practically do not experience aggregation.

200 nm

Figure 30. Typical morphologies of polymer-actin complexes in phases I, II, III, IV, and V as
observed by TEM images and fluorescence images. Scale bars present 200 nm for TEM images and 25 µm for fluorescence images [238].
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Figure 31. Potential energy of
the system as a function of
temperature at qi = +2 (1) and
qi = +4 (2).
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The formation of network structures (not cylindrical aggregates) occurs for the following reasons. It has been already noted that network cross-links appear in the random
manner; i.e., aggregation nuclei — stacks of several polyelectrolyte chains with counterion
interlayers between the chains — arise in the system at a certain temperature (T*). At each
momemt, an individual stack in the network structure has an unbalanced charge, inasmuch
as counterions experience thermal motion. Consequently, individual bundles can exchange
counterions. Being likely charged, the stacks tend to occupy the most distant position with
respect to one another. In this case, the formation of network structures is the most favorable
at a fixed polymer concentration. It is the reasons for polyelectrolyte chains do not form a
single aggregate with the parallel arrangement of all chains with respect to one another.
IV.3.2

Characterization of Network Structures.
To quantitatively characterize the spatial structure of networks produced in solutions

of rodlike polyelectrolytes and multivalent counterions, we attempted to determine the distribution of free volume in the systems. For this purpose, hole size differential distribution
functions were calculated and the mean hole size depending on the temperature was found
for two systems (using counterions with charges of qi = +2 and +4 as condensing agents).
Figure 32 presents pore size distribution functions Wd(r). Three temperature regions
which differ in the homogeneity of space filling with polyelectrolyte molecules can be distinguished. At high temperatures, there is a relatively uniform distribution of molecules for both
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systems − small holes with a radius of R = 2σ are the most probable (the distribution function
is more or less symmetrical and has the highest intensity).
As temperature decreases to Т*, less uniform distribution of holes is observed.
Namely, at these temperatures, the size of polymer chains and the order parameter have the
maximal values (Fig. 25, 26). In this case, the snapshots show the formation of network structures (Fig. 28, 29). Under these conditions, the probability of occurrence of holes with a large
radius (up to r = 8σ at qi = +4) increases, and it is manifested in considerable asymmetry of
the distribution function. As temperature is further decreased, the probability of occurrence
of large voids decreases, but the distribution remains asymmetrical.
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Figure 32. Void-size differential
distribution functions at Т = 0.1 (1),
0.25 (2), 1.2 (3); qi = +2 (а), and
Т = 0.1 (1), 0. 5 (2), 1.2 (3); qi = +4
(b).
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A quantitative characteristic of the three-dimensional networks is the mean hole diameter (Fig. 33):
∞

∫ rW (r )dr
i

(4.1)

D = 2 ∞0

∫ W (r )dr
i

0

Here Wi(r) is the integral void-size distribution function.
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Figure 33. Average free-volume
hole diameter as a function of
the temperature at qi = +2 (1)
and qi = +4 (2). The arrows mark
the maximum attainable dimensions of holes in the systems.
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In Fig. 33, the average hole diameter, <D> is plotted as a function of temperature for
the two systems under study. It is seen that the <D> values have a maximum value at the
temperatures corresponding to the formation of stable networks (Т= T * ). From these plots as
well as from Figs. 25, 26, and 32 the network-formation signatures and the stability interval of
the networks can also be determined. As shown in Fig. 33, the maximum pore diameters are
observed also at Т= T * . In this case, the inequality T2* < T4* is valid. As the qi value increases,
the critical temperature T * is shifted toward higher T, thus indicating that multivalent counterions are better stabilizers of such networks. The same conclusions have been drawn by Yoshikava et al. [115] in their experimental study of interaction of DNA with various polyamines (1,3-diaminopropane, spermine, and spermidine).
IV.4 Conclusions
The results of molecular dynamics simulation of solutions of strongly charged rigidchain polymers in the presence of multivalent counterions are presented. The processes of
self-assembly of macromolecules that occur during the condensation of counterions were
studied depending on temperature, dielectric permittivity of the medium, and charge of
counterions. Various conformational rearrangements induced by changing the parameters of
the medium were examined. The conditions that lead to the formation of network superstructures composed of aggregating polymer chains were found. Size distribution functions for
free-volume holes were constructed and the average dimensions of voids in the network
structures formed were calculated.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Self-assembly of soft matter is of fundamental importance in various fields of science,
especially including polymer science. It is a widely used term that describes the phenomena
of self-organization. In the present thesis, different types of self-assembled polyelectrolyte
systems have been addressed. The keywords of the testis are "strongly charged rigid-chain
polyelectrolytes" (PE), "polyelectrolyte complexes" (PEC), and "computer simulation". Below,
the main results of this study are briefly summarized.
The investigations of conformational behavior of strongly-charged PEs have been performed. To identify and characterisize resulting PECs, the effect of oligocation chain length ,
Nc and electrostatic interactions was studied. The state diagrams in the “Nc - T” and “Nc - εr”
variables were constructed. To this end, simulations of equimolar systems containing rigidchain polyanion and flexible-chain polycations of various lengths were performed. To identify the types of emerging conformations, various energetic and structural criteria (potential
energy of complexes, pair correlation functions, etc.) were employed. The snapshots of the
complexes were also analyzed. As a result of calculations, the regions of preferential existence
of typical conformations were revealed. In stable polyelectrolyte complexes, the observed entities may have the form of bent superhelical bundle (I) (in which oppositely charged chains
are braided), folded cylinder (II), tennis racket (III), torus (IV), or double torus (V). It was
found that the structures I, II, and IV are the most stable, whereas other structures are most
likely metastable.
The numerical simulation of a system of strongly charged polyanions and diblock copolymers composed of a positively charged block and a neutral block (DHBC) has shown
that stable ionic micelles in the form of extended cylindrical brushes are formed owing to
electrostatic interaction. A decrease in temperature or an increase in the charge density on the
polyanion chain leads to its effective stiffening. This outcome is primarily due to steric interactions between diblock copolymers, which are bound to polyanions chain to form complexes
of a nearly stoichiometric composition. The orientational ordering of anisotropic ionic micelles, which do not aggregate in solution, takes place at a sufficiently high concentration.
The system of nonaggregating orientationally ordered ionic micelles is interesting
from the viewpoint of potential applications in nanotechnology and molecular nanoelectronics. It is known that one of the processes for manufacturing of nanowires is the metallization
of an amphipolar, comblike, polymer brush. Although the synthesis of polymer brushes has
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been thoroughly studied, this process remains very laborious. An alternative to chemical
brushes can be polyelectrolyte complexes formed by a rigid-chain, strongly charged polymer
(e.g., DNA) and oppositely charged macromolecules of a doubly hydrophilic block copolymer.
Issues for the further study include determination of various characteristics of electrostatic-based formation of cylindrical brushlike nanostructures at different concentrations of
polyelectrolyte and DHBC chains in the presence of small counterions. The question of how
the solvent quality and salt concentration influence the aggregation process also is of great
interest.
The computer simulation of the systems composed of strongly charged polyanion
chains and multivalent ions showed that, at certain temperatures and electrostatic interaction
forces, attraction between polymer chains takes place, which results in the formation of
branched structures and networks. Under these conditions, the systems are characterized by
maximal values for the mean-square radius of gyration of chains and the order parameter of
their arrangement. The stability ranges of network structures shift toward higher temperatures with an increase in charge of counterions. The formed porous structures were described
in terms of differential void-size distribution functions. The obtained quantitative characteristics (mean hole diameter) of the spatial arrangement of networks can be useful in the application of analogous systems, such as membranes, filters [239], sorbents, and materials for micro-encapsulation.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
„Simulation der Nanostrukturbildung der rigiden Polyelektrolytketten in Lösungen“
Die

von

Olga

A.

Gus’kova

verfasste

Doktorarbeit

„Simulation

der

Nanostrukturbildung der rigiden Polyelektrolytketten in Lösungen“ ist wie folgt gegliedert:
Einleitung, Literaturüberblik, drei Originalteile, Schlußfolgerungen, Danksagung, Liste der
Verweise und Anhängen.
Polyelektrolyte (PE) sind Polymere, die ionisierbare Gruppen enthalten, den in
polaren Lösungsmitteln (z. B. in Wasser) in geladene Polymerketten, die Makroionen, und
kleine Gegenionen dissoziieren. Fast alle biologischen Polymere sind Polyelektrolyte.
Obwohl Polyelektrolyte in der Natur und Technik weit verbreitet sind, sind sie theoretisch
weit weniger bekannt als neutrale Polymere. Eine Schwachstelle der meisten Theorien von
PEn ist, daß sie, zumindest ursprünglich, für einzelne Ketten bei unendlicher Verdünnung
entwickelt wurden. Die Einführung einer bestimmten Dichte und damit die Behandlung des
Einflusses von Gegenionen und Ketten-Ketten Wechselwirkungen gestaltet sich schwierig.
Nichtsdestotrotz ist die Theorie von Polyelektrolyte ein momentan stark bearbeitetes
Forschungsgebiet. Wegen der oben genannten Schwierigkeiten bedarf es allerdings der
Überprüfung

theoretischer

experimenteller

Seite

Vorhersagen

Schwierigkeiten

durch

andere

bestehen,

Methoden.

sind

die

Da

auch

Ergebnisse

auf
von

Computersimulationen oftmals das einzige Mittel, die Theorien zu überprüfen.
In der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit werden Struktur und Eigenschaften von rigiden
Polyelektrolyte mit Hilfe von Molekulardynamiksimulationen studiert. Die Schwerpunkte
liegen

in

der

Untersuchung

der

Einzelkettenstruktur,

der

Konformationen

der

Polyelektrolytkomplexen und der Struktur der Polyelektrolytlösungen.
In der Einleitung werden das Interesse an der Untersuchung polyelektrolytischer
Systeme,

die

Besonderheit

sowie

die

Signifikanz

der

vorliegenden

Doktorarbeit

beschprochen.
Der Literaturüberblik (Kapitel 1 der vorligenden Doktorarbeit) ist in 4 Teile unterteilt.
Der erste Teil ist den ion-haltigen polymerischen Systeme gewidmet. Hier handelt es sich um
aktuelle Fragestellungen und Ansätze zur aktuellen experimentellen Forschungen von
polyelektrolytischen Systemen. Im zweitem Teil werden die Vorgänge der Selbsorganisation
in ion-haltigen polymerischen Systeme detaillieirt besprochen, z.B., in Systemen der
flussigkristallinen PE und hydrophobischen PE, in PE-Surfaktant Systemen. Im letzten Fall
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ergibt sich eine interessante Konkurrenzsituation zwischen der elektrostatischen Abstoßung
der geladenen Monomere und der durch das Wasser verursachten effektiven Anziehung. Die
wesentlichen theoretischen Arbeiten, die Eigenschaften von Polyelektrolyten behandeln,
werden im dritten Teil erwähnt, z.B., Skalentheorie, Renormalisierungstheorie, mittele
Feldtheorie, Integralgleichungtheorien). Im vierten Teil werden die Simulationemethoden
besprochen. In diesem Teil wird eine besondere Aufmerksamkeit der Berechnung von
langreichweitigen Wechselwirkungen zugeteilt (die Behandlung der vollen Coulomb
Wechselwirkung und die explizite Berücksichtigung der Gegenionen). Es wurden alle Ionen
explizit simuliert und für die Wechselwirkung die volle Ewaldsumme berücksichtigt.
Die nächsten drei Kapitel stellen die neuen Ergebnisse der Doktorarbeit vor, von
denen einige schon im Experiment bestätigt wurden.
Kapitel

2

(Erster

Originalteil)

ist

der

Untersuchung

des

Einflusses

einer

Polykationketten auf die Konformationen der Polyelektrolytkomplexe in verdünnten
Lösungen rigider Polyelektrolytketten gewidmet. Dabei wird die Abhängigkeit von
Parametern wie Kettenlange von „Gegenionen“ (Polykationen) and Bjerrum-Lange
behandelt. Die starke Kopplung zwischen Rechnungparametern und Struktur der
Komplexen (Koexistenz verschiedener Strukturtypen, z.B. Torus, doppelter Torus u.a.) wird
gezeigt und diskutiert. Die Zustandsdiagramme der Komplexen aufgrund der rigiden PE
werden berechnet.
Kapitel 3 (Zweiter Originalteil) beschäftigt sich mit den Untersuchungen der
Selbstorganization im System der rigiden PE mit doppelten hydrophilen Blockkopolymeren.
Es wurde gezeigt, daß in diesem Fall anisotrope zylindrische ionische Micellen entstehen
werden. Die Polyelektrolytkettenstruktur in diesen physikalischen Komplexen wurde
untersucht. Es wurde vorhergesagt, daß in halbverdünnten Lösungen diese ionischen
Micellen eine kristallin-flüssige Anordnung formen können.
Kapitel 4 (Dritter Originalteil) beschreibt die theoretische Untersuchung der
Nanostrukturformierung
niedermolekularen

in

Systemen

multivalenten

der

Gegenionen.

starkgeladenen
Es

wurde

stabförmigen
gezeigt,

daß

PE
sich

und
nicht

kovalentgebundene Strukturen und physikalische Netzwerke in halbverdünnten Lösungen
formen können. Die Stabilität der Netzwerke je nach Gegenionladungen wurde untersucht.
Die

wichtigsten

Ergebnisse

der

vorligenden

Doktorarbeit

werden

in

den

Schußfolgerung zusammengefasst.
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Appendix A
List of abbreviations and symbols
DHBC
Double hydrophilic bock copolymer
LC
Liquid-crystal
MD
Molecular dynamics
MC
Monte Carlo method
PE
Polyelectrolyte
PEC
Polyelectrolyte complex
RF
Reaction field method
A
<D>
е

Kuhn segment
Average free-volume hole diameter
Elementary charge

g(r)
I
kB
lp,0

Pair correlation function
Ionic strength
Boltzmann constant
Intristic persistence length
Bjerrum length

lB
lp

Persistence length

lp,е
LC
Lq
rC
R 2g
qi, zi
T
V
VLJ, Vev
VC
Wd(R)
z(r)

Electrostatic persistence length
Counter length
Linear charge density
Cutoff radius
Mean-square radius of gyration
Charge
Temperature
Potential energy
Lennard-Jones potential
Coulomb potential
Void-size differential distribution function
Coordination number

∆t

δ τη

Integration step
Kronecker delta

εr
η
θ
λD
ξ
ρ
σ

Solvent permittivity
Order parameter
Valence angle
Screening radius
Manning parameter
Solution density
Monomer radius
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